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1. Introduction 

 

HappyOtterScripts (HOS) is a collection of plugins and scripts designed to assist the 

Vegas Pro editor by streamlining his workflow and providing easy access to high 

quality, open source encoders and video filters.  While many of these tools have been 

available for quite some time, they have remained pretty much in the domain of 

"techies and tinkerers".  HOS attempts to make these tools available for use by the 

average Vegas editor.  

HOS supports direct frameserving from the Vegas timeline to both the x264 and x265 

encoders.  Support is also provided for GPU assisted encoding including Intel's 

QuickSync, Nvidia's Nvenc, and AMD's Video Coding Engine (VCE).  HOS 

provides support not only for final rendering, but also x264 support for proxy 

creation and pre-rendering of timeline events, loops and regions.  

HOS also provides easy access to high quality video filters for resizing, de-interlacing, 

temporal denoising, fisheye removal, frame rate changes, slow motion effects, image 

stabilization and many, many others from the vast library of both Avisynth and 

VirtualDub filters.  To accomplish this, HOS makes use of open source applications 

including Avisynth Plus, FFmpeg, and VirtualDub2. The result is a set of tools which 

enable the Vegas editor to improve both the quality of his product and the speed of 

its production. 

2. EULA 
End User License Agreement  
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The Happy Otter 

HappyOtterScripts 

happyotterscripts@olypen.com 

2020/05/01 

1. This agreement is between the user and the Happy Otter. This 

agreement grants limited rights to the user provided that (a) the 

user does not violate the terms of this agreement and provided that 

(b) the user does not exercise rights related to the software that 

are not granted by this agreement.  

2. "Use" is the copying, installation, or operation of the software.  

3. "User" is (a) an individual that uses the software, or (b) an 

organization whose agent or employee uses the software to the 

benefit of the organization.  

4. "Distribution" is the copying, storing, or installation of the 

software to a computer system or storage medium, for the purpose of 

enabling other users to directly or indirectly use, copy, install, 

or distribute the software.  

5. The user may not distribute the software.  

6. The user may use the software provided that such use does not 

also constitute distribution.  

7. Termination of this agreement will immediately end all rights 

granted to the user by this agreement.  

8. The user may terminate this agreement at anytime by ceasing to 

exercise all rights granted by this agreement.  

9. The Happy Otter may terminate this agreement at anytime via 

written notice to the user.  

10. This agreement will terminate immediately if any term or 

provision of this agreement is deemed invalid or unenforceable, 

either by the opinion of the user, legal counsel to the user, or 

through relevant court ruling.  

mailto:happyotterscripts@olypen.com
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11. THE SOFTWARE IS MADE AVAILABLE WITH NO EXPRESS  

OR IMPLIED WARRANTY, NOT EVEN AN IMPLIED WARRANTY  

OF MERCHANTABILITY.  

3. Installation 
1. Installation. To install, download and run the latest build of the setup file--in this 

case, HappyOtterSetup-1.0.2.19.exe.  

 

 Selecting Next leads to the licensing agreement.  
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If acceptable, then enter Next.   
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The installer automatically checks to see which versions of Vegas are 

installed.  There is also an option to create a System Restore Point.  Click on Install to 

begin the installation process. If successful, the following MessageBox will appear:  

   

During installation, an install log, HappyOtterInstall.log will be created in your 

Documents folder.  It may be viewed with any text editor.   

2. Uninstall.  To remove, go the Uninstall section of the  Windows Control Panel and 

select "HappyOtterScripts for Vegas Pro".  In Windows 10, it will look like this.  

 

Clicking Uninstall will bring up the following screen.  
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Select Next.  
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a. Only Remove Happy Otter Files.  If checked, only the HappyOtter apps plus 

FFmpeg will be removed.  

b. Keep Settings.  If checked, all Avisynth, VirtualDub, script and extension settings 

will be saved as well as any render templates.  This is useful if one wants to re-install 

HOS at a later time without losing settings files that have been created.  

c. Express Remove All.  Performs a complete uninstall without asking for 

confirmation for each part of the uninstall process.  The exception is the UtVideo 

uninstall.   

4. Licensing 
You must have a license to use HappyOtterScripts.  There are three types: a Trial license 

which is good for 30 day; a Free license which never expires; and a Paid license which 

never expires.  Activation of the three types is explained below. 

1. Trial License.  A trial license enables all HappyOtterScripts to be used for a period of 30 

days.  To obtain a trial License, Launch Help and then click on the Trial License button.   

 

You must enter your email address, agree to the terms of the License and then click on 

the Send Request button.  
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You will receive an email confirmation which contains the link to Activate the Trial.  Inside 

of Vegas, you will receive confirmation that your Trial license has been activated along 

with its expiration date.  
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2. Free License .  A free license enables the use of the open source software, the 

HappyOtter toolbars, and a limited number of tools.  To activate a free license, Launch 

Help and click on the Activate button.  Enter "FREE", name, and email address, agree to 

the license, and then click on the Send Request button.    
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You will receive confirmation that your Free license has been activated as shown below.  

 

3. Paid License.  A paid license enables all of the HappyOtter tools that integrate Vegas 

with the open source software tools.  To activate a paid license, Launch Help and click on 
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the Activate button.  Enter your serial number including dashes, name, and email address, 

agree to the license, and then click on the Send Request button.  You will receive 

confirmation that your paid license has been activated.  

   

 

5. Toolbars 
HOS provides the user with a couple of toolbar options that can be used to launch the 

individual scripts.  The first, OtterInfoBar provides detailed information about selected 

events on the timeline as well as a means for launching the individual scripts. The second, 

OtterBar is a toolbar only plug-in.  When first loaded, both toolbars are populated with the 

complete set of HO scripts.  Other scripts from the Vegas script menu (E.g. "C:\Program 

Files\VEGAS\VEGAS Pro 15.0\Script Menu") or for that matter, scripts from any location can 

be added at any time.  One or both toolbars may be used, or alternatively none (not 

recommended due to loss of some functionality).  The user can simply copy the individual 
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scripts to the usual Script Menu location and from there add them to the Vegas taskbar or 

add keyboard shortcuts in the usual manner.  

5.1 OtterInfoBar 
A dockable extension that provides detailed information about selected timeline 

events.  It also provides a toolbar where HappyOtter (HO) scripts are automatically 

populated when the toolbar is first loaded.  The textboxes and toolbar icons can be 

freely moved and their layouts saved.   For each control, a context menu provides 

additional options including color and text options for the information boxes. When 

first loaded and docked, it has the following appearance: 

   

A. Event Information.  Detailed information can be provided about the selected event as 

follows:  

 
1. Video Event Fx Status .  When the mouse is hovered, the active event take name is 

shown.   The type of event is as follows: vFx-video, gFx-generated media, and sFx-

still.  It also provides color coded status information about the Fx for the selected 

event.  The default colors are as follows: White-the event has no Fx; Yellow--the 

event has Fx but they are disabled; and, Green-the event has Fx which are enabled.  

The color coding scheme may be changed by right-clicking the event and bring up the 

following context menu.  
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   Colors may be selected using the Color Cop tool that is provided or any other tool that 

outputs color info in the html hex format (E.g. #ffffff).  

2. Event Length .  Length of the selected event.  The color coding scheme for this 

information box as well as all others may be changed by right-clicking the event and 

bring up the following context menu.  There is also an option for Bold text.  

 
3. Event Start Time . Timeline position of the start of the selected event.  

4. Event Start to Cursor .  Length of time between the start of an event and current 

cursor position.  

5. Cursor Position .  Timeline position of the cursor.  

6. Cursor to Event End .  Length of time between the current cursor position and the end 

of the event.  

7. Event End .  Timeline position of the end of the selected event.  

8. Audio Event Fx Status .  Fx status of the audio event associated with the selected 

video event.  The same color coding scheme is used.  

9. Media Length .  Length of the media file for the selected video event.  

10. Head Time .  Also known as event offset, it is the length of available time in the media 

file before the start of the event.  This info box is color coded.  The default colors are: 

green-head time is greater than zero meaning that time is available between the 

start of the media file and the start of the event; white-head time is zero meaning 

that the event starts at the beginning of the media file; and gold--the event is looped 

meaning that a portion of the event has been copied and included within the selected 

event.  Under most circumstances, this serves as a warning and should be avoided.  

The color coding scheme for this info box as well as the Tail Time box may be 

changed by right-clicking either the Head Time or Tail Time info box which brings up 

the following context menu.  
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11. Media Start to Cursor .  Amount of time available from the beginning of the media file 

to the current position of the cursor.  

12. Selection Length .  Length of the loop region.  This is simply a repeat of info available 

in the lower right hand corner of the Vegas UI.  

13. Cursor to Media End .  The amount of time available between the cursor position and 

the end of the media file.  

14. Media End .  Position in the media file corresponding to the end of the selected event.  

15. Tail Time .  The amount of time available in the media file between the end of the 

timeline event and the end of the media file.  In other words, the timeline event could 

be extended that amount before event looping occurs.  The same color coding 

scheme described under Head Time is also used for this info box  

B. Toolbar Script Icons . The toolbar consists of 44 positions which may be populated 

with script icons.    

 
When the HappyOtterScript package is first installed, this toolbar is populated with all 

HappyOtter scripts arranged in alphabetical order.  New scripts may be added from 

the Vegas script menu or from any file location.  For each icon position denoted by an 

"x", a context menu is available with the following options.  

 
1. Select new script .  Opens a dialog box to the default Vegas script menu folder from 

which a new script may be added.  An icon will be added if the script has a 

corresponding png file in the correct format.  If no icon is available, the default Vegas 

script icon will be added.  
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2. Remove Script.   The selected script will be removed from the selected icon position.  

The script and associated icon will NOT be deleted.  

3. Show File Path .  Shows the full filepath of the selected script.  

4. Show Help Topic .  Shows help topic for selected script.  

5. Reset Script Settings .  Each of the HappyOtter scripts has an associated settings file 

which contains information about user preferences.  If a settings file is reset, it will be 

deleted, and repopulated the next time the script is executed.   

C. Toolbar Controls.  The OtterInfoBar may be configured and custom tailored in a 

variety of ways.  The following controls are available.  

 

  

1. Move Scripts .  Enables scripts to be moved from one icon location to another.  To 

move a script, do the following:  

a. Left-click the Move Script Button.  It will turn red once the mouse no longer hovers 

over the button.  

b. Left-click on the Script to be moved.  The icon will disappear and be replaced by a large 

+ symbol.  

c. Move the + symbol to the desired script location. Left-click again and the script icon 

will reappear.  

d. Other scripts may be moved in the same manner.  

e. Once finished, left-click once again on the red Move Script Button.  It will return to its 

usual color.  

2. Move Icons .  Enables all information boxes and script icons to be moved.  This enables 

the user to design his own tool bar with only the information he wants.  To move 

individual info boxes and script icons, do the following:  

a. Left-click on the Move Icons Button.  It will turn red once the mouse no longer hover 

over the button.  

b. Left-click on the info box/script icon to be moved and drag it to its new location.  Once 

selected, you may also use the arrow keys to nudge the selected control to its new 

location.  

c. Info box items that you do not want to use should be dragged into the Removed Items 

box.   
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d. Other info boxes and script icons may be moved in the same manner.  

e. Once finished, left-click once again on the red Move Icon Button.  It will return to its 

usual color.  

Here's an example of a potential layout for a laptop with limited real estate.  

 
3. Auto XY .  Automatically aligns the remaining info boxes and script icons in both the X 

and Y axes.  

4. Auto Y .  Automatically aligns the remaining info boxes and script icons in only the Y 

axis.  

5. Reset .  Resets the position of all info boxes and script icons to their default location.  

The script association with each script icon location will be preserved.  

6. Select Layout .  Dropdown menu which enables user to load saved layouts.  

7. Add Layout .  Adds the current layout to the list of saved layouts.  To save a new 

layout, do the following:  

a. Move scripts and icons to the desired new locations.  

b. Left-click inside the text area of the drop-down list.  Clear the current text and enter a 

new layout name.  

c. Left-click on the Add Layout (green plus) button.  

8. Font Control . Toggles between different three different font sizes .   

9. Show/Hide Empty Script Locations .  Toggles display of empty script button locations 

shown by "x".  

10. Apply Color Theme .  Reloads the current color theme setting.  If a new color theme is 

selected, it enables the OtterInfoBar color theme to be updated without restarting 

Vegas.  

11. Event Information Refresh Rate .  The number of times per second that event 

information is updated.  If set to zero, information will be updated only if a new event 

is selected.  The user may want to increase or decrease the update rate dependent 

upon the capabilities of one's hardware.  

12. Removed Items .  Location for removed items.  Once inside the box, they will not be 

included whenever an auto-alignment (Auto XY or Auto Y) is performed.  

Recommended Location:  Although OtterInfoBar may be docked anywhere or left 

floating, it is suggested that a location be selected that permits most of the window 

to remain hidden during editing such as the following.  
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5.2 OtterBar 
A dockable extension that provides a toolbar where HappyOtter (HO) scripts are 

automatically populated when the toolbar is first loaded.  The toolbar icons can be 

freely moved and their layouts saved.  When first loaded and docked, it has the 

following appearance:  
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A. Toolbar Script Icons . The toolbar consists of up to 100 positions which may be 

populated with script icons.    

 
When the HappyOtterScript package is first installed, this toolbar is populated with all 

HappyOtter scripts arranged in alphabetical order.  New scripts may be added from 

the Vegas script menu or from any file location.  For each icon position denoted by an 

"x", a context menu is available with the following options.  

  

1. Add Script Action .  Opens a dialog box to the default Vegas script menu folder from 

which a new script may be added.  An icon will be added if the script has a 

corresponding png file in the correct format.  If no icon is available, the default Vegas 

script icon will be added.  

2. Add Keyboard Shortcut Action.  Opens the following dialog where Vegas keyboard 

shortcuts may be entered.  

 
a. Enter Shortcut.  As shown in the example above, the Ctrl, Alt, and 4 keys would be 

entered "sequentially".  Unlike normal operations, the modifier keys (Ctrl, Alt, 

Shift) are NOT held down while entering subsequent keys.  

b. Enter Name. Short name that will be shown as a tooltip when mousing over the icon.  
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c. Add Icon. A custom icon may be entered which will replace the default shortcut icon.  

d. Create.  Creates the shortcut and exits the dialog.   

3. Remove Action .  The selected script will be removed from the selected icon 

position.  The script and associated icon will NOT be deleted.  

4. Show Action .  Shows the full filepath of the selected script.  

5. Show Help Topic .  Shows help topic for selected script.  

6. Reset Script Settings .  Each of the HappyOtter scripts has an associated settings file 

which contains information about user preferences.  If a settings file is reset, it will be 

deleted, and repopulated the next time the script is executed.   

B. Toolbar Controls.  The OtterInfoBar may be configured and custom tailored in a 

variety of ways.  The following controls are available.  

  

1. Move Scripts .  Enables scripts to be moved from one icon location to another.  To move 

a script, do the following:  

a. Left-click the Move Script Button.  It will turn red once the mouse no longer hovers 

over the button.  

b. Left-click on the Script to be moved.  The icon will disappear and be replaced by a large 

+ symbol.  

c. Move the + symbol to the desired script location. Left-click again and the script icon 

will reappear.  

d. Other scripts may be moved in the same manner.  

e. Once finished, left-click once again on the red Move Script Button.  It will return to its 

usual color.  

2. Reset .  Resets the position of all info boxes and script icons to their default 

location.  The script association with each script icon location will be preserved.  

3. Select Layout .  Dropdown menu which enables user to load saved layouts.  

4. Add Layout .  Adds the current layout to the list of saved layouts.  To save a new layout, 

do the following:  

a. Move scripts and icons to the desired new locations.  

b. Left-click inside the text area of the drop-down list.  Clear the current text and enter a 

new layout name.  

c. Left-click on the Add Layout (green plus) button.  

5. Remove Layout.  Removes the selected layout from the drop-down list.  

6. Font Control . Toggles between different three different font sizes .  

7. Show/Hide Empty Script Locations .  Toggles display of empty script button locations 

shown by "x".  

8. Apply Color Theme .  Reloads the current color theme setting.  If a new color theme is 

selected, it enables the OtterInfoBar color theme to be updated without restarting 

Vegas.  
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9. Number of Icons.  Number of icon buttons for each row.  The default is 25.  

10. Update Layout.  Updates the layout after changes are made to the number of icon 

buttons for each row.  

5.3 OtterControl 

5.4 OtterMenu 
For those not wishing to use the OtterBar or OtterInbfoBar, a traditional menu of 

HappyOtterScripts that may be launched from the top Vegas taskbar. 

 

Simply select and left-click to launch the desired script.  Script settings may be reset by 

right-clicking on the desired script. 

5.5 OtterNavBar 
OtterNavBar is a tool that can be launched from a number of scripts including RenderPlus, 

RenderEvents, and AviDub, just to name a few.  It enables the user to navigate the 

timeline and make selections of tracks and events.  It also enables the user to set In and 

Out points for a loop region.  For tools supporting its use, it can be launched by clicking on 

the following icon.   
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1. Select Tracks.  Enables the user to select or deselect tracks.  Selected tracks are 

highlighted.  To select or deselect a track simply click on the desired track.  Each item 

shows the track  index, whether it is a Video (V) or Audio (A) track, the number of selected 

events on that track and the track name.  The number shown in brackets on the top line is 

the number of tracks selected.  Other controls include: 

a.   Deselects all tracks. 

b.     Toggle between Show Video Tracks. 

c.     Toggle between Show Audio Tracks. 

2. Navigate and Select Events.  Enables the user to navigate between and select 

events.  The number shown in racked on the top line is the number of events selected on 

the first selected track.  Controls include: 

a.   Clears are selected events. 

b.   Cursor moves to the center of the event.    Cursor moves the the start of the 

event.  Clicking toggles between these two settings. 

c.   Selects/deslects the event under the cursor on the first selected track. 

d.   Moves cursor the first event of the first selected track.  If the option to move the 

cursor to the center of the event is chosen, clicking again will move the cursor to the start 

of the project. 

e.   Moves the cursor to the preceding event. 

f.   Marks the first event to be selected.  A marker will appear in the center of the event. 

g.   Selects/deslects events between the first marked and last marked events. 

h.   Marks the last event to be selected.  A marker will appear in the center of the event. 

i.   Moves the cursor to the next event. 
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j.   Moves the cursor to the last event on the first selected track.   If the option to move 

the cursor to the center of the event is chosen, clicking again will move the cursor to the 

end of the project. 

3. Set Loop.  Enables the user to mark the in and out points of the loop region.  

a.   Sets the in point of the loop region. 

b.   Sets the out point of the loop region. 

4. Move Cursor.  Enables the user to move the cursor. 

a.   Moves the cursor "quickly" to the left. 

b.   Moves the cursor to the left. 

c.   Moves the cursor one frame to the left. 

d.   Scrolls the timeline to the position of the cursor. 

e.    Moves the cursor one frame to the right. 

f.     Moves the cursor the right. 

g.   Moves the cursor "quickly" to the right. 

5. Timeline Zoom.  Enables the user to zoom into the timeline. 

a.   Zoom to project length. 

b.   Zoom to loop region. 

c.   Zoom to selected events. 

d.   Continuous zoom "in".  Note that the first time this button is clicked, it will zoom to 

the center of the event under the cursor.  Afterward, the zoom will be continuous.  Simply 

left-click and keep the button down to zoom in. 

e.   Continuous zoom "out".  Simply left-click and keep the button down to zoom out. 

6. Tools 
The primary tools are the individual scripts which are loaded into both toolbars 

during installation.   
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6.1 AudioSyncR 
AudioSyncR (ASR) is a tool that enables the syncing of events based on the waveform of 

its audio streams.  Syncing is performed by first rendering a mono wave file for each 

selected audio event as well as the reference audio track.  The rendered wave files are 

then analyzed to find the position (sync point) in which the waveform of the event audio 

best matches the waveform of the reference audio.  Syncing based on the timestamps of 

the events files and reference file is also supported. 

Quick Start Guide  

1. Select events to be synced.  Note that either the video or audio portion of an event or 

both may be selected. 

2. Launch AudioSyncR 

3. Select the Reference Audio Track, e.g. the track containing audio from an external 

audio recorder. 

4. Select type of sync--audio selected events or loop region for selected tracks 

5. Select the default "Auto" option in Waveform Sync Processing Options. 

6. Choose options to be performed after syncing 

7. Choose location for temp folder 

8. Click the "Start" button to begin syncing. 
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1. What to Sync  

a. Select Reference Audio Track. From a list of all audio tracks, the user must select a 

reference track.   

b. Selected audio events .  If ticked, selected events will be synced.  

c. Loop region for selected tracks .  If ticked, the loop region will be used for 

syncing selected tracks.  

d. Audio Events to Sync.  If Selected audio events is chosen, the user must first select the 

events to be synced with the reference track before launching the script.  For an individual 

event, the user can select either the video or audio stream or both.  Once selected and the 

script launches only the selected audio events will be shown.  For each selected event, 
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the following information is presented: track index (as shown), event index (zero-based), 

event start time, and active take name.  

e. Tracks to Sync .  If Loop region for selected tracks is selected, the user can select the 

tracks to be synced.  Instead of events, all audio tracks will be shown.  

f.   Resets all selections.  

g.   Zoom to project.  If clicked, the timeline will be zoomed out to display the entire 

project.  

h.   Zooms in to the selected event.  

i.   Moves to the next selected event.  

j.   Moves to the previous selected event.  

k.   Removes the selected event from the list of events to be synced.  

2. Date/Time Stamp Sync Processing Options .  If the positions of selected events relative 

to the reference audio track are unknown, it may be helpful to first perform a sync based 

on the Date and Time of encoding which is embedded in most media files.  If such 

metadata is not available, the files “Date Modified” will be used.  For example, suppose 

that I have 4 to 5 minutes of GoPro video files that I wish to sync against a 3 hr audio file 

recorded on a Zoom.  Without pre-syncing using the files encoding date time, the 

processing time could become very lengthy.  

a. Pre-sync with file Date Time Stamp .  If ticked, events will first be synced using the 

timestamps of both the reference audio file and the event's audio file.  This option can be 

useful for situations in which the user has a very long reference audio file with much 

shorter event files to be synced.  Without pre-syncing based on the timestamps, 

processing would become prohibitively long.  

b. Preview and Adjust.  Once events are selected, AudioSyncR launched, and the pre-

sync with timestamp option ticked, this button will start flashing and the "Start" and "Apply 

and Exit" buttons will be grayed out.  The user must click on  this button which analyzes 

the file's timestamps and opens the following Timestamp Adjustment dialog.  
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The purpose of the timestamp analysis is to make sure that all events fall within the range 

of the reference media file.  If not, the user may adjust the timestamp of the reference 

file   Note that these adjustments are temporary and do not result in changes to the media 

files themselves.  The number of events falling before, within, and after the reference file 

timespan is shown.  The user may then add or subtract, Years, Months, Days, Hours, 

Minutes and Seconds using the up down boxes.  Once adjustments are made, the user 

may reset to "no adjustments" as shown above by clicking the reset button  .   

c. Apply and Exit.  Adjusts the start times of the selected events based on the adjusted 

time stamps and exits the script.  

d. Select Reference Media.  If there are multiple media files contained on the reference 

track, a drop down list is used to select the media file that is to be used.  If there is only 

one media file found on the track, the name of that file will automatically be shown.  

3. Waveform Sync Processing Options.  Syncing is achieved by a comparison of the 

waveform from the audio event with the waveform of the reference track.  ASR works best 

(faster) if the start position of each event is at least “near” its position in the reference 

track.  The better the initial alignment, the faster the syncing.  The user can adjust a 

number of parameters that can dramatically affect the speed of processing. The two main 

parameters are Search Start Range and Search Length which are illustrated below.  
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a. Auto.  If ticked, the entire length of both the event to be synced and the reference audio 

track will be searched to find the best match.  Note that this option is NOT recommended 

for lengthy events and reference tracks due to the potential for long processing times.  For 

such situations, it is recommended to use the Start Range and Search Length options as 

described below.  

b Start Range .  Search start range defines the position on  the reference track where 

sync processing begins and ends for each event.  If unticked, the entire reference track 

will be included in the search which is NOT recommended, unless it is fairly short 

track.  As shown above, search for a waveform match would start at the beginning of 

Region 3 and stop at the end of Region 2.  

c Search Length.  This parameter defines the beginning part of each event which will be 

included in sync progressing  and is shown as Region 1 in the above illustration.  If 

unticked, the entire event will be included in the search which is NOT recommended 

unless events are fairly short.  The default parameters are set for a start range of 10 sec 

and an event search length of 5 sec.  These values lead to a total search range of 25 

sec.  Processing can be sped up to the extent that these values can be reduced.  

d Auto Retry .  This option is ticked by default.  When ticked, the same sync point must be 

produced on two successive runs.  Although processing time is increased, it does ensure 

an accurate result.  It eliminates the possibility that the true sync point is not contained 

within the initial start range and length values set by the user.  It works by doubling the 

Start Range and Length values on successive runs.   

e.  Events in order .  Selected events are in chronological order.  

f.  Detect drift.  If ticked, audio drift  will be detected by performing a sync at the beginning 

and end of each event.  If the results of these two analyses produce the same sync point, 

no correction will be applied.  If different, the playback rate of the event will be adjusted 

which will have the same effect as the user Ctrl-Dragging an audio event.  

g. Try quicker .  If ticked, the sampling rate of the temp audio files will be reduced thus 

speeding up processing.  

h. Try harder. If ticked, the reference track will be analyzed by regions based on the length 

of the selected event or selection loop.   
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i. Adjust after first match.  This option should be used ONLY when the user pre-syncs with 

the files timestamp.  After the first successful match, the start positions of the remaining 

events are adjusted and the search range/search length values are reduced thus 

speeding up processing.  

j.   Resets Start Range,  Length, and AutoRetry to their default values.  

4. Event Options After Sync  

a. Move Event to Sync Point .  If selected, the event moves so that the two audio 

waveforms are synced.  

b. Keep Event in Same Location .  If selected, the event remains in the same timeline 

position.  

c. Add Synced Audio as a Take .  If ticked, the audio from the reference track is added as 

a Take to the event's existing audio.  

d. Add Synced Audio to a New Track .  If ticked, the audio from the reference track is 

added to a new track.  Note that selection of both options is possible.  

e. Add Markers at Sync Points .  If ticked, markers will be added at sync points. If Auto 

Drift is selected, a marker will be added to the end sync point as well.  

f. Quantize Synced Event to Nearest Frame Boundary .  Sync points are always computed 

at sub-frame accuracy which leads to events being moved to positions that are usually not 

on frame boundaries.  If ticked, event start positions and lengths will be re-quantized to 

the nearest frame boundary.  By default, this option is ticked.  

5.  Temp Folder Location  

a. Specific folder location.  If selected, the user specifies the folder where temp files are 

rendered.  To select a new folder, the folder browse dialog may be opened by clicking the 

 button.  

b. Project Sub-folder.  If selected, a sub-folder named "AudioSync" will be created in the 

project folder location.  

c.   Opens the temp folder in File Explorer.  

d.   Clears all temp files from the temp folder.  

e. Delete temp wave files upon completion.  If ticked, temp files will automatically be 

deleted when syncing is completed.  For lengthy tracks and events, it is recommended 

that this option remain unticked and temp files be cleared upon successful completion of 

syncing.  
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6. To abort processing, hold Shift-Escape.  Enables the termination of processing.  It is 

important to hold these buttons down until processing stops.  If the timeline has been 

changed, enter Ctrl-Z to undo those changes.  

7. Cancel.  Saves settings and closes dialog without syncing.  

8. Start .  Begins syncing.  

6.2 AudioTrim 
A script designed to render and trim audio events.  It can be especially useful for 

audio from an external recorder.  Once synced, it can be added to the original event 

as an audio Take, thus ensuring the external audio remains in sync with the original.  

 

  

1. What to Render.   

a. Events .  Multiple events may be selected from a single track.  

b.   Launches Otter NavBar  which permits the user to navigate the timeline, 

select tracks and events, and set in and out points for render loop.  
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c. Loop region .  If selected, the loop region will be rendered to a New Track.  The 

tracks to be rendered must be selected in the Select Tracks box.  

d.  Regions .  If selected, all regions will be rendered to a New Track.  

e. Selected Regions.     Opens a dialog where the user may select which regions to 

render.  Region names may be directly entered or edited and will be saved in the 

project.  

 

f. Project .  The entire project will be rendered.  

g. By Tracks .  If ticked, Loop region, Regions or Project renders will be performed 

separately for each selected track.  

2. Audio FX to Keep.  The user may specify which audio FX should be kept.  During 

render, those unchecked FX will be temporarily disabled.  Upon render completion, 

they will be re-enabled.   
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3. Select Tracks to Include: The user may specify which audio tracks should be 

included in the render. Inside the brackets, an S indicates a stereo track while an M 

indicates a mono track.  The number indicates the number of selected events on the 

track.  A track with *** indicates it to be the one with selected events.  If another 

track is selected, it may then be added as a Take to the selected event, useful to add 

audio from an external recorder to the original audio from the camera.  

a.   Toggles between showing All tracks, only Stereo tracks and only Mono tracks.  

b.   Selects/deselects all tracks shown in the window.   

4. Audio Render Options.  For stereo projects, the default render template is Wave 

(Microsoft), 48,000 Hz, 16 Bit, Stereo, PCM.  For 5.1 Surround projects, the default 

render template is Wave (Microsoft), 48,000 Hz, 16 Bit, 5.1, PCM.  

a. Set Vegas Audio Out Template.  If checked, the user may choose a different render 

template.   

 

A left-click on the blue gear icon opens an audio render dialog from which a new 

audio template may be selected.  When selected, the new template will be shown in 

the textbox.  
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b. Add Markers .  If ticked, project markers will be added to the rendered file for 

those formats that support the insertion of media markers such as Wave files.  

c. Add Time. The number of seconds added to the head and tail of each audio event.  

This option can be used only if a single track is selected.  It is useful for trimming a 

long audio file and keeping only those portions within the selected event.   

5. After Render Options.  

a. After render unmute tracks.  During the render, those tracks that are not be 

included will be muted.  If checked, all tracks will be unmuted upon render 

completion.  

b. Play Media.  Previews the rendered file using Media Play Classic.  

c. Open Folder.  If checked, the folder of the rendered file will be opened and the 

rendered file selected.  
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6. How to Save.  There are three save options that partly depend upon what is being 

rendered. In all cases, existing files will not be overwritten.  In the event a file already 

exists, a numerical suffix will be added to the file name.  

a. Add as Take.  This option is available only for Event renders.  If selected, the 

rendered file will be added back to the original event as a Take.  An advantage of this 

option is that the rendered event always remains in sync with the original event.  

b. Render to New Track. This options is available for all types of renders.  If selected, 

the rendered file will be added to a new track entitled "Trimmed Audio".   

c. Save Only. If selected, the trimmed file will just be saved.  It will not be added back 

to the timeline.  No synchronization between the trimmed file and timeline event will 

occur.  

d. Add File Tag.  If checked, a File Tag will be added to the name of the rendered 

event. The desired name can be entered in the textbox.  

7. Where to Save . There are three options.  

a. Specific Folder Location .  Rendered media files are stored in a specific folder 

selected by the user.  A left-click on the folder icon  opens the browse folder 

dialog from which the location is selected or a new folder created.  Previous saved 

folders are shown on a dropdown list.  To remove a saved folder, right-click and click 

on "Yes".   If "Create Project Name Sub-folder" is checked, a sub-folder will be 

created in that location with the name of the subfolder being the Project name.  

b. Sub-folder of Project Folder . Rendered media files are stored in a sub-folder in the  

folder where the Vegas project is located.  The name  of the sub-folder may be 

entered into the textbox on  the right.  

c. Sub-folder of Media File Folder.  Rendered media files are stored in a sub-folder in 

the  folder where the media file is located.  The name of  the sub-folder may be 

entered into the textbox on the right. This option is available only for event renders.   

d.   Opens the selected save folder in File Explorer.  

e.   Opens the File Renaming Setup dialog where the user can customize the name 

of the rendered file.  Click here   for detailed information.  

8. Render.  Starts the rendering process.  

9. Cancel. Exits the script without rendering.  
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6.3 AviDub 
AviDub permits the user to easily process open source Avisynth (AVS) and 

VirtualDub (Vdub) filters.  The idea is simple. Select something from Vegas (an 

event, loop region, region or the entire project) that you want to filter.  Select a 

means of rendering from the timeline (frameserver or direct render).  Select the 

Avisynth and/or VirtualDub filters that you want to apply.  Select a VirtualDub 

rendering template.  Then render.  The result can be simply saved, added back to 

the timeline on a new track or added as a Take (only for event renders).  There is 

also an option for direct X264 rendering for Avisynth filters including GPU-assisted 

renders.  When AviDub first loads, there is a GPU check to see what assisted 

render options are available.  There are also a number of Deshaker scripts 

included as well as a GUI for changing deshaker parameters. 
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1. What to Render.  

a. Events .  Multiple events may be selected from a single track. The rendered 

media file may be added back to the event as a Take, rendered to  New Track or 

just saved. 

b. Loop region .  If selected, the loop region will be rendered to a New Track or just 

saved.   

c. Regions .  If selected, all regions will be rendered to a New Track or just saved.  

d. Selected Regions.     Opens a dialog where the user may select which regions to 

render.  Region names may be directly entered or edited and will be saved in the 

project.  

   

e. Project .  The entire project will be rendered to a new track or just saved. 
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f.   Launches Otter NavBar  which permits the user to navigate the timeline, 

select tracks and events, and set in and out points for render loop. 

g. Same Track .   

(1) Unchecked.  Selected events or events within the loop, region or project will be 

copied a new temporary track where fades, video Fx, pan/crop settings, etc. will be 

removed unless checked in the What to Keep info box .   

(2) Checked.  No temporary track will be created and no events copied.   Video Fx, 

pan/crop settings, etc. will still be removed unless checked in the What to Keep 

info box.  This option is useful for pre-rendering certain Fx such as Mercalli 

stabilization where copying to a new track and maintaining those Fx are not 

possible.  During the render, selected track is Soloed, thus muting other video 

tracks. 

(3) If this option is selected, the following warning appears.  The user may 

continue with the render or return to the GUI.  There is also a checkbox to disable 

this warning in the future. 

h.  All Tracks .  This option is available only if Same Track is checked.  If checked, 

all tracks will be included in the render unless muted by the user prior to rendering.  

It is useful for pre-rendering events or loops  where the user wants to add titles or 

other graphic Fx such as Hitfilm to the pre-rendered video. 

2. What to Keep . 

a. Event Fx .  If checked, event Fx will be kept 

b. Pan/Crop Settings. If checked, pan/crop settings will be kept. 

c. Audio.   If checked, the audio for the selected event will be rendered.  A copy 

will be made and all fades and FX removed.  If unchecked, audio may still be 

included by muting unwanted tracks.  No copy will be made and fades and FX will 

not be removed. 

 3 . How to Save .  

a. Add as Take.  This option is available only for Event renders.  If selected, the 

rendered media file's videostream will be added back to the original video event as 

a Take.   If Original Audio is checked in What to Keep (#2), the rendered file's 

audio stream will be added as a Take to the selected event's audio track.  

b. Render to New Track. This options is available for all types of renders.  If 

selected, the rendered file's videostream  will be added to a new track entitled 
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"Rendered Video".  If Original Audio is checked in What to Keep (#2), the rendered 

file's audio stream will be added to a new track entitled "Rendered Audio".  

c. Save Only . If selected, the rendered media file will just be saved.  It will not be 

added back to the timeline.   

  

4. Render Options.  AviDub supports two methods of rendering the videostream 

from Vegas--frameserving and direct render, the default being frameserving.  The 

default is frameseerving.  A dummy avi file is created (fs.avi) which permits video 

from Vegas to be sent frame by frame to Avisynth and/or VirtualDub for processing.  

Because of certain limitations, the frameserver is used only for processing the 

videostream.  Audio is always rendered directly.  . 

a. Direct Render . The alternative to frameserving is a direct render to an 

intermediate.  The disadvantages of this approach are the added time for a 

separate render and the large file sizes that can be created if lossless codecs are 

used.  However, there are some advantages.   For one, 10bit intermediates such 

as MagicYUV or Magix Intermediate (ProRes) may be used to maintain a true 

10bit pipeline.  Additionally, the temp file can be saved and re-used for quickly 

trying different Avisynth or VirtualDub filter settings.   If ticked, the AviDub GUI is 

expanded to include the following section. 

 

(1) Render template selection .  

(a) Renderer .  Drop-down list of favorite renderers. 

(b) Template . Drop-down list of favorite templates for each renderer. 

(c)   Opens the Vegas render template selection dialog where render templates 

may be added to favorites. 

(2) Temp File Options .  

(a). Delete.  If this option is selected, the temp file will be deleted after each run.  

This is considered to be  the "normal" option.  

(b). Save. If selected, the temp file will be saved so that it may be processed again 

without re-rendering from Vegas.   
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(c). Use. This option is automatically selected following a run in which the save file 

option was selected.  The temp file will be processed repeatedly until the user 

selects another option.  Note that the option of creating and using a temp file is 

available only for a single event or loop region.  

(3) Temp File Folder .  For frameserving, the temp file is very small and is always 

located in the AviDub folder.  However, for direct renders, the temp file can be very 

large and should be located elsewhere from the C drive.  A left-click on the folder 

icon opens the browse folder dialog where a the desired location can be selected 

or a new folder created.  

b. Use Media Properties .  If checked, Vegas project settings will be temporarily 

changed to the settings of the media file for render.  If unchecked, project settings 

will be used for the render from Vegas. 

c. No Check.  A template check is available only for direct renders from Vegas.  It 

compares the properties of the selected render template with the properties of the 

media file that is being rendered.  If there is a mis-match (For example, the media 

file is interlaced, but the render template is progressive) a warning is shown with 

options to abandon or continue the render.  There is a another check once the 

rendered file is added back to the timeline.  If checked, this template check will be 

by-passed altogether.  

   

d. RGB32. If ticked, the DebugMode FrameServer will be set to RGB32 rather than 

the usual RGB24.  This enables the user to bypass the ConvertToRGB32() 

command in Avisynth required for certain filters such as defish.  
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5. Project Templates .  Project templates may be saved and loaded for later use.  

A template consists of all current dialog settings at the time of creation.   

a. AviDub Project Templates .  Dropdown list of saved project templates.  

b.   Saves current settings to a new template.  First, enter the name of the 

template and then click on the + button.  

c.   Deletes the selected template.  First, select the template to be removed and 

then click on the X button.  

6. Avisynth Filter Settings .  To apply an AVS filter, the following part of the GUI is 

used.   

 

a. Enable AVS Filtering.  First, the Use Avisynth Filter checkbox must be checked.  

If unchecked, the remainder of the info box is disabled. 

b. Select AVS Filter. Filters are selected from a drop-drop box.  If the icon   

(transparent center) precedes the drop drop down box, the list will include all 

scripts found in the default Avisynth script folder.  If the icon  (white center) 

precedes the drop down box, the list will  include only those scripts defined as 

"Favorites". 

c. Add/Remove from Favorites.  A script selected from the list found in the 

Avisynth script folder be designated a "Favorite" by left-clicking on the green plus  

icon.  To delete a favorite, first select it from the drop down list of Favorites.  Then 

left-click on the  same icon.   When adding or removing scripts from the Favorites 

list, a confirmation message box will appears. 

d. Use "as is" .  If checked, the AVS script will be used "as is" without AviDub 

making checks to ensure accuracy and the correct temp file location.  Use 

cautiously. 

e. Edit AVS Filter Script.  To edit an AVS Filter script, left click on the pencil icon  

which will open your default text editor.  You must make sure that your default text 

editor is configured to open files with both  "avs" and "avsi" extensions. 

f. Open Avisynth Scripts Folder.  To open the Avisynth scripts folder, click on the 

folder icon  . 
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g. Color Matrix. Drop down list of the following options:   Auto - HOS attempts to 

maintain the same luminance and chrominance; None - Default with no conversion 

specified which is the same as the SD-TV option; HD-PC - PC.709 - HD 

coefficients, Full Range (0-255); SD-PC - PC.601 - SD coefficients, Full Range (0-

255); HD-TV - Rec709 - HD coefficients, Limited Range (16-235); SD-TV - Rec601 

- SD coefficients, Limited Range (16-235). 

h. Format. The videostream from Vegas must usually  be converted into a format 

that can be processed by Avisynth filters.  A dropdown list provides the different 

conversion options that may be applied.  A detailed explantion of the different 

options may be found here . 

7. Avisynth Render Options.  To select render options, the following part of the 

GUI is used. 

   

a.  Select Option.  A dropdown list provides render options from Avisynth.  These 

include a number of direct render using the MagicYUV and UtVideo  codecs, a 

direct render to X264 or a pass through to VirtualDub2.   If  Pass to VirtualDub2 is 

not selected,  the blue gear icon  becomes enabled which allows opening of the 

x264 Direct Render Configuration dialog from which a render template may be 

selected or designed.  A complete description of this dialog may be found in  x264 

Render Template  .  

http://avisynth.nl/index.php/Convert
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8. VirtualDub Filter Settings. To apply a Vdub filter, the following part of the GUI is 

used.  

   

a. Enable Vdub Filtering.  First, the Vdub Filter checkbox must be checked.  If 

unchecked, the remainder of the info box is disabled.  

b. Select Vdub Filter.  Filters are selected from a drop-drop box.  If the icon   

(transparent center) precedes the drop drop down box, the list will include all 

scripts found in the default VirtualDub Filter Settings folder.  If the icon  (white 

center) precedes the drop down box, the list will  include only those scripts defined 

as "Favorites". 

c. Add/Remove from Favorites.  A script selected from the list found in the 

VirtualDub filter settings folder be designated a "Favorite" by left-clicking on the 

green plus  icon.  To delete a favorite, first select it from the drop down list of 

Favorites.  Then left-click on the   icon.   When adding or removing scripts from 

the Favorites list, a confirmation message box will appears.  

d. Deshak Options .  If a Deshaker script is selected, three options are enabled.  
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(1)  Edit. If checked, the Deshaker Parameters dialog appears once the Render 

button is clicked.  

(2) Use Last.  If checked, the last used deshaker settings will be used again.  

(3) Pass 2.  If checked, only the Pass 2 will be executed.  

e. Use Vdub32.  The default is now the use of the 64bit version of VirtualDub.  If 

ticked, the 32 bit version will be used in the event you are using 32bit filters.  If at 

all possible, use of 64 bit filters is recommended.  

f. Edit Vudb Filter Script.  To edit a Vudb Filter script, left click on the pencil icon  

which will open VirtualDub and load the settings file.  Changes may be made and 

saved. 

g. Open VirtualDub Filter Settings Folder.  To open the VirtualDub scripts folder, 

click on the folder icon  . 

9. VirtualDub Render Settings.  To select Vdub render settings, the following part 

of the GUI is used.  

   

a. Select Render Template.    Render templates are selected from a drop-drop box.  

If the icon   (transparent center) precedes the drop drop down box, the list will 

include all templates found in the default VirtualDub Render Settings folder.  If the 

icon  (white center) precedes the drop down box, the list will  include only those 

scripts defined as "Favorites".  

b. Add/Remove from Favorites.  A template selected from the list found in the 

VirtualDub render settings folder be designated a "Favorite" by left-clicking on the 

green plus  icon.  To delete a favorite, first select it from the drop down list of 

Favorites.  Then left-click on the   icon.   When adding or removing scripts from 

the Favorites list, a confirmation message box will appears  

c. Render Template Properties.  Once a render template is selected, the following 

properties will be displayed: (1) FourCC code; (2) Container; (3) Audio Encoder; 

and (4) Bitrate.  
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d. Edit Render Template.  To edit a Vudb render setting file, left click on the pencil 

icon  which will open VirtualDub and load the settings file.  Changes may be 

made and saved.  

e. Open VirtualDub Render Settings Folder.  To open the VirtualDub scripts folder, 

click on the folder icon  .  

10. Where to Save . There are three options. 

a. Specific Folder Location .  Rendered media files are stored in a specific folder 

selected by the user.  A left-click on the folder icon  opens the browse folder 

dialog from which the location is selected or a new folder created.  Previous saved 

folders are shown on a dropdown list.  To remove a saved folder, right-click and click 

on "Yes".   If "Create Project Name Sub-folder" is checked, a sub-folder will be 

created in that location with the name of the subfolder being the Project name.  

b. Sub-folder of Project Folder. Rendered media files are stored in a sub-folder in 

the  folder where the Vegas project is located.  The name  of the sub-folder may 

be entered into the textbox on  the right. 

c. Sub-folder of Media File Folder .  Rendered media files are stored in a sub-

folder in the  folder where the media file is located.  The name of  the sub-folder 

may be entered into the textbox on the right.This option is available only for event 

renders.  

d.   Opens the selected save folder in File Explorer.  

e.   Opens the File Renaming Setup dialog where the user can customize the name 

of the rendered file.  Click  here   for detailed information.  

f. Add File Tag .  If  "Add File Tag" is ticked, a file tag will be added which is any 

additional text that you want to  be included in the rendered events file name. A 

new name can be entered into the textbox.  

1. Auto Fill.  If unchecked, the name shown in the textbox will be the file tag.  If 

checked, it permits auto file tag naming based upon the name of the AVS or Vdub 

filter settings file.   

2. Auto File Tag Setup.    A left-click on the icon opens the following dialog 

where auto file tag pairs may be defined.  Two pair are already included.  A script 

name that contains "denoise" will have a "dnoise" added as its file tag whereas any 
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script name that contains "deshake" will always have "dshak" as its file tag.  These 

may be changed and new pairs added.  

 

11. After Render.  

 

a. Show Render Stats. If checked, render statistics will be shown upon render 

completion.  
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b. Play. If checked, the rendered file will be opened in Media Player Classic - 

Home Cinema for immediate playback. A complete description of this dialog may 

be found in  OtterPlay .  

   

c. Open Folder.  If checked, the rendered file folder will be opened and the file 

selected.  

12. Processing Options .   

 

a. Set.  If checked, it enables the user to change Maximum Memory and the 

number of Threads that are used for Avisynth processing.  The MaxMemory and 

Thread settings for the included scripts are fairly conservative--1024kb of memory 

and 4 threads.  Since AVS processing can be very demanding, performance is 

highly dependent an individual's system capabilities.  Finding optimal performance 

for one's system is pretty much trial and error.  If unchecked, AviDub will use the 

memory and thread settings contained in the original script.  A drop down list 
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contains common memory sizes.  If "Custom" is selected, the amount of memory 

can be entered in the Set Mem textbox.  Then left-click the green check mark.  

b. Preview Frames.  The number of frames that will be rendered if the Preview 

button is clicked.    

13. Preview. The preview option enables the user to have a "quick-look" at just a 

few rendered frames beginning at the position of the cursor.  The number of 

frames rendered is controlled by the numeric up/down box in the Processing 

Options box.  A new track named "Preview" will be created which contains the 

rendered preview file.  The next time AviDub is launched, the Preview file and 

track will be removed from the project.  

14. Render .  Starts the render.  

15. Batch.  Saves the project and render settings and then adds them to the Batch 

Render queue for later processing.  

16. Cancel.  Closes the GUI without rendering.  

6.3.1 Deshaker Parameters 
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The Deshaker Parameters dialog enables the user to easily make changes to the 

filter settings and either update an existing settings file or create a new one.  

Detailed information regarding the specific parameters is available from the 

author's Deshaker website. It is also provided as tooltips whenever the mouse 

hovers over a specific parameter (see #4 and #5).  

1. Note that there is no need to enter the Source Pixel Aspect and Video Type.  

These parameters come directly from Vegas once the processing begins.  

2. Settings Displayed.  When the dialog first appears, the settings shown (Current) 

are those contained in the filter settings file selected.  At this point, the user can 

show other settings for easy comparison of parameters.  These include: Last 

Used--the settings used the last time Deshaker was run; Default--the default 

settings;  and Selected--the settings from the file selected using the drop down list.  

That list contains all settings files in the VirtualDub Filter Settings folder that 

contain the name "Deshake".  

3. Current Settings File Name and Save Options. The textbox contains the name 

of the settings file currently selected.  

a. Edit and Run Pass 2 Only.  If checked, only the second pass will be executed.  

This enables different Pass 2 parameters to be changed without having to re-

analyze the motion vectors each time.  

b. Continue.  Begins processing immediately.  Any changes that were made to 

individual parameters will not be saved.  

c. Save and Continue.  Saves any changes to the current settings file and then 

begins processing.  Note that a new saved file will be created that contains the 

original settings file name plus a two digit suffix.  The original settings file will not 

be overwritten.  

d. Save As and Continue.  Permits settings to be saved to a new file.  Once  

clicked, the textbox containing the current settings file can be edited.  

e. Cancel.  Cancels the render and returns to the main AviDub GUI.  

4. ? Settings.  If clicked, the button text becomes red and settings information will 

be shown whenever the mouse hovers over a specific parameter.  If clicked again, 

the button text turns green and the tooltip is turned off.  

5. ? Possible Values.  If clicked, the button text becomes red and a parameter's 

possible values will be shown whenever the mouse hovers over a specific 

parameter.  If clicked again, the button text turns green and the tooltip is turned off.  

http://www.guthspot.se/video/deshaker.htm
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6.4 BatchRender 
BatchRender is a tool that permits the user to run batch jobs created in AviDub and 

RenderPlus.  This enables the user to perform lengthy renders unattended--for example, 

overnight.  A batch job can be created in AviDub or RenderPlus by clicking the "Batch" 

button and entering the name of the job.  After one or more batch jobs have been created, 

the BatchRender dialog can be opened which enables the user to control the batch job 

queue and begin the render process. 

 

  

1. Select Row.  Works the same as Excel.  Clicking on the top cell in this column selects 

All.  Individual rows may be selected by clicking on the first cell for each row.  Row 

selection is necessary to move an item up or down in the queue, to remove an item or to 

switch between a Batch and NoBatch job.  

2. Select Jobs.  To process a batch job, it must first be selected by ticking the 

checkbox.  The checkbox on the top row toggles between all selected and none selected.  

3. Batch Job Name.  All batch jobs begin with "Batch_", followed by the Vegas version 

used for processing, and finally the name of the batch job that the user enters in AviDub or 

RenderPlus.  

4. Job Status.  After processing, the checkbox in the OK column will be ticked.  

5. Job Control Buttons.  
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a.   Opens the selected job in Vegas.  Warning!  If you then launch AviDub or 

RenderPlus, rendering will automatically begin.  

b.   Moves the selected job(s) up in the queue.  

c.   Moves the selected job(s) down in the queue.  

d.   Removes the selected job(s) from the queue.  Note that the saved Vegas project and 

settings files will be deleted.  

e.   Switches the selected batch project to a NoBatch project and vice versa.  Switching 

from a Batch project to a NoBatch project can be useful if the job included adding the 

rendered files back into the project.  

f.   Removes completed jobs (jobs with check mark in the OK column) from the 

queue.  Note that the saved Vegas project and settings files will be deleted.  

g.   Resets all jobs to unselected and not completed.  

g.   Opens the folder containing all batch jobs and the BatchRender.log file which 

contains information about processed jobs and any errors that may have occurred.  

6. After Render .  Options to shutdown or hibernate system after batch processing is 

completed.   

7. Start .  Begins processing the batch job queue.  

6.5 DeshakerRedux 
DeshakerRedux is a dedicated tool for Deshaker which adds some additional features not 

found when using AviDub.  These features include: (1) a turbo option to speed up Pass 1 

processing; (2) a dialog for easily creating masks for inclusion or exclusion of areas to be 

analyzed during Pass 1 processing; (3) dedicated deshaker log files created so that Pass 

1 and/or Pass 2 can be executed in a batch fashion; (4) Option to add head and tail time 

to events thus eliminating the "bobble" that can often be seen during the first few frames; 

(5) addition of VirtualDub filters that can be applied during Pass 2 including Crop-Resizing, 

Gaussian blue, Sharpen, and Unsharp Mask; and (6) a new dialog for crop-resizing.  For 

detailed explanations of the many parameters, it is recommended that the user visit the 

Deshaker website.  For that reason, only limited information is provided here.  

http://www.guthspot.se/video/deshaker.htm
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1. What to Render.  

a. Events .  Multiple events may be selected from a single track. The rendered 

media file may be added back to the event as a Take, rendered to  New Track or 

just saved. 

b.   Launches Otter NavBar which permits the user to navigate the timeline, 

select tracks and events, and set in and out points for render loop. 

b. Loop region .  If selected, the loop region will be rendered to a New Track or just 

saved.   

c. Regions .  If selected, all regions will be rendered to a New Track or just saved.  

d. Selected Regions.      Opens a dialog where the user may select which regions to 

render.  Region names may be directly entered or edited and will be saved in the 

project.  
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2. What to Keep . 

a.Event Fx .  If checked, event Fx will be kept 

b. Pan/Crop Settings. If checked, pan/crop settings will be kept. 

c. Original Audio.   If checked, the audio for the selected event will be rendered.  A 

copy will be made and all fades and FX removed.  If unchecked, audio may still be 

included by muting unwanted tracks.  No copy will be made and fades and FX will 

not be removed. 

3. Processing Options. 

a. Pass 1.  If checked Pass 1 will be executed. 

b. Pass 2.  If checked Pass 2 will be executed. 
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c. Add time.  If checked, both head and tail time will be added to events selected 

for processing.  Note that this applies only to Events. 

d. No Template Check.  A template check is available which compares the 

properties of the selected render template with the properties of the media file that 

is being rendered.  If there is a mis-match (For example, the media file is 

interlaced, but the render template is progressive) a warning is shown with options 

to abandon or continue the render.  There is a another check once the rendered 

file is added back to the timeline.  If checked, this template check will be by-

passed altogether. If checked, the template check will be disabled.  

e. Rolling Shutter.  If checked, a rolling shutter correct will be applied to both 

passes.  The amount of correction may be changed in the updown box.  Please 

see the Deshaker website which has a listing of recommended settings for specific 

cameras.  

4. Template.  Choose the desired template from the list of templates shown in the 

dropdown list.  Note that all templates can be found in the folder 

"C:\ProgramData\HappyOtterScripts\VirtualDub FilterSettings" unless a different 

folder has been chosen using ToolFileSetup.   

a.   Adds a new template.  If clicked, a new name can be entered into the 

dropdown list box.  Templates must always begin with the text "Deshaker".  

b.   Deletes the selected template.  

c.   Edit the script in VirtualDub2.  If clicked, VirtualDub open and loads the script 

and displays the filter settings which can then be changed.  

d. Fx  Indicates the presence of additional filters in selected template.  If the 

background is Green, additional filters are present.  

e.   Opens the Advanced Options dialog.  

f.   Clears deshaker logs.  

5. Pass 1 Parameters.  The most widely-used  pass 1 parameters may be set 

using this dialog.  Additional parameters may be found in the Advanced Options 

dialog.  

a. Scale. The maximum scale to do the image matching on. Full is best but very 

slow.  
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b. Pixels. How many pixels in the blocks to actually use when matching. All is best 

but very slow.  

c. Block Size. The width and height of the blocks used during the image matching.  

d. Turbo.  If checked, frame size will be temporarily set to 1280 x 720 for Pass 1 

processing which results in a significant speed increase for both HD and UHD 

media.   

e. Detect Rotation. If ticked, rotation motion vectors will be detected.  

f.  Detect Zoom. If ticked, changes in zoom will be detected.  

g. Detect Scene Changes.  Detects scene changes based on the threshold 

selected.  Scene detection is necessary only for loop, region, or project renders 

that span multiple events.  If event processing is selected, this should not be 

checked.  

h. Apply Mask.  If checked, the   button is enabled which opens the Create 

Mask dialog.  

6. Pass 2 Parameters.  The most widely-used  pass 2 parameters may be set 

using this dialog.  Additional parameters may be found in the Advanced Options 

dialog.  

a. Borders.  Edge compensation options may be selected from the dropdown list.  

Depending on the option selected, additional settings may be displayed.  For an 

explanation of the different options, see the Advanced Options dialog or go to the 

Deshaker website.  

b.  Extra Zoom. An additional zoom factor to apply to the video.  

c.   Resets all of the smoothness and max limits parameters to their default 

values.  

d.   Fix Pan. Sets the smoothness values to -1 which fixes the camera position 

to the first frame.  

e. Smoothness. These values determine how smooth the motion will be. You can 

set a parameter to 0 to turn off the smoothing completely. If you enter -1 as 

smoothness you will get "infinite smoothness", meaning the camera will appear to 

be stationary at the position of the first frame.  
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f.  Max Limits. To keep the corrections (that cause the black borders) small during 

fast pans (for example), you can limit the maximum corrections. Especially when 

using Fixed zoom as edge compensation these settings keep the zoom from being 

too large. What these settings really do is automatically lower the motion 

smoothness values in certain parts of the video when it becomes necessary.  

7. VirtualDub Render Template.  

a.Select Render Template.    Left-click on the folder icon    which will open the 

VirtualDub Render Settings folder from which a render setting file may be selected.  

It will then appear in the text box next to the folder icon.  

b.Edit Render Template .  To edit a Vudb render setting file, left click on the pencil 

icon  which will open VirtualDub and load the settings file.  Changes may be 

made and saved. 

c. Render Template Properties.  Once a render template is selected, the following 

properties will be displayed: (1) FourCC code; (2) Container; (3) Audio Encoder; 

and (4) Bitrate.  

8. How to Save.  

a. Add as Take.  This option is available only for Event renders.  If selected, the 

rendered media file's videostream will be added back to the original video event as 

a Take.   If Original Audio is checked in What to Keep, the rendered file's audio 

stream will be added as a Take to the selected event's audio track.  

b. Add to New Track. This options is available for all types of renders.  If selected, 

the rendered file's videostream  will be added to a new track entitled "Deshaker 

Video".  If Original Audio is checked in What to Keep, the rendered file's audio 

stream will be added to a new track entitled "Deshaker Audio".  

c. Save Only. If selected, the rendered media file will just be saved.  It will not be 

added back to the timeline.   

d. Add File Tag. If checked, a File Tag will be added to the name of the rendered 

event. The desired name can be entered in the textbox.  

9. Where to Save.  

a. Specific Folder Location .  Rendered media files are stored in a specific folder 

selected by the user.  A left-click on the folder icon opens the browse folder dialog 

from which the location is selected or a new folder created.  If "Create Project 
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Name Sub-folder" is checked, a sub-folder will be created in that location with the 

name of the subfolder being the Project name.  

b. Sub-folder of Project Folder. Rendered media files are stored in a sub-folder in 

the  folder where the Vegas project is located.  The name  of the sub-folder may 

be entered into the textbox on  the right.  

c. Sub-folder of Media File Folder .  Rendered media files are stored in a sub-

folder in the  folder where the media file is located.  The name of  the sub-folder 

may be entered into the textbox on the right.This option is available only for event 

renders.  

10. After Render.  

a. Show Stats. If checked, render statistics will be shown upon render completion.  

   

b. Open Folder. If checked, the rendered file folder will be opened and the file 

selected.  

c. Preview. If checked, the rendered file will be opened in Media Player Classic - 

Home Cinema for immediate playback. A complete description of this dialog may 

be found in  OtterPlay .  
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6.5.1 AdvancedOptions 

 

The Deshaker Parameters dialog enables the user to easily make changes to the 

filter settings and either update an existing settings file or create a new one.  

Detailed information regarding the specific parameters is available from the 

author's Deshaker website. It is also provided as tooltips whenever the mouse 

hovers over a specific parameter (see #4 and #5).  

1. Note that unlike the original VirtualDub dialog, there is no need to enter the 

Source Pixel Aspect and Video Type.  These parameters come directly from 

Vegas once the processing begins.  

2. Settings Displayed.  When the dialog first appears, the settings shown (Current) 

are those contained in the filter settings file selected.  At this point, the user can 

show other settings for easy comparison of parameters.  These include: Last 

Used--the settings used the last time Deshaker was run; Default--the default 

settings;  and Selected--the settings from the file selected using the drop down list.  

That list contains all settings files in the VirtualDub Filter Settings folder that 

contain the name "Deshake".  

3. Add Filters. 

http://www.guthspot.se/video/deshaker.htm
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a. Crop-Resize. If checked, the Crop-Resize button  is enabled which opens 

the Crop-Resize dialog.  When that dialog is closed, the values are displayed in 

the textboxes.  Alternatively, crop values can entered directly which in turn are 

displayed if the Crop-Resize dialog is opened.  Cropping is applied to both Pass 1 

and Pass 2 processing. 

b. Gaussian Blur .  If checked, the Gaussian blur filter will be added during Pass 2 

processing.  Open the VirtualDub2 dialog for additional details. 

c. Sharpen . If checked, the Sharpen filter will be added during Pass 2 processing.  

Open the VirtualDub2 dialog for additional details. 

d. Unsharp Mask.  If checked, the Unsharp Mask filter will be added during Pass 2 

processing.  It works the same as the Unsharp Mask filter found in Photoshop.  

Open the VirtualDub2 dialog for additional details. 

e. Final Frame Size.  If checked, a final resize filter using Lanczos3 will be added 

during Pass 2 processing.  Values may be entered directly or come from the Crop-

Resize dialog. Open the VirtualDub2 dialog for additional details. 

4. ? Settings.  If clicked, the button text becomes red and settings information will 

be shown whenever the mouse hovers over a specific parameter.  If clicked again, 

the button text turns green and the tooltip is turned off.  

5. ? Possible Values.  If clicked, the button text becomes red and a parameter's 

possible values will be shown whenever the mouse hovers over a specific 

parameter.  If clicked again, the button text turns green and the tooltip is turned off.  

6. Cancel.  Cancels changes and returns to main dialog. 

7. Save Settings.  Saves settings and updates the deshaker parameters that are to 

be applied. 

6.5.2 CreateMask 

 

1.   Reloads the mask settings from the deshaker template.  

2. Defines the mask window. Shows the number of left, right, top, and bottom pixels that 

will either be ignored or included during the Pass 1 analysis. 

3.   Previews the mask window after first loading. 
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4.  Resets the mask window to the entire frame. 

5. Outside.  If checked, pixels outside of the mask window will be ignored. 

6. Inside.  If checked, pixels inside of the mask window will be ignored. 

7. Let area follow motion.  If ignore outside is chosen, an attempt will be made to "follow" 

the motion inside of the mask window. 

8. Cancel. Dialog exits without any change to the mask settings. 

9. OK.  Changes to mask are saved. 

6.5.3 CropResize 

 

1.   Reloads the crop settings from the deshaker template.  

2. Defines the cropped frame size. Shows the number of left, right, top, and bottom pixels 

that will either be cropped during the both Pass 1 and Pass 2.. 

3. Modulus . Most codecs require that the  pixel Width and Height be divisible by 2.  For 

interlaced footage, it is often 4.  For some codecs such as Cineform, the modulus is 

16.  This number can be set from the dropdown list.  The default is 2. 

4.  Resets the crop window to the entire frame. 
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5.   Previews the crop window after first loading. 

6. Cropped Size.  Frame size after cropping.  

7. Resize to.  If checked, a final resize will be added at the end of Pass 2 processing.  The 

Width and Height can be directly entered.  In the above example, the final resize would be 

set to 1280 x 720. 

8. Cancel. Dialog exits without any change to the crop settings. 

9. OK.  Changes to crop settings are saved. 

6.6 EventDucker 
Event Ducker is a tool that enables the user to control both an audio track's Volume 

envelope and a video track's Composite envelope.  Generally speaking,  "ducking" is a 

term that is applied to audio.  Ducking temporarily reduces the volume (ducks) based on 

the presence of another audio signal.  For example, during a voice over, the volume of the 

music track is reduced whenever speaking occurs and returns to its original volume during 

periods of silence. 

Event Ducker takes a more general approach by not limiting "ducking" to the control of 

audio volume on one track based on the periods of silence from another audio 

track.  Rather, any audio event, or even video event, can be used to control the volume 

envelope.  Additionally, a video track's opacity can also be controlled through changes to 

the composite envelope.  Like audio, any audio event or video event, can be used to 

control the track's opacity.  
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1. Type of Envelope Ducking  

a. Audio-Volume. Volume envelopes will be created and used for selected target audio 

tracks.  

b. Video-Composite. Composite envelopes will be created and used for selected 

target video tracks.  

c.  Reset to Default Settings.  Returns the GUI to its default script settings.  

2. Select Duck Control Track. The user must select which track will be used for the control 

of ducking.  
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a. Drop Down List of Tracks.  List of all audio and video tracks, except for those tracks 

containing no events.  

b. Which Track Events to Use.   Select which track events are to be used for ducking 

control.  All events on the track or only selected events may be used.  Note that for each 

selected event, ducking on the target track will begin and end with the start time and end 

time of the event, as modified by the location and length of the fade.  

3. Silence Detection.  If the duck control track is an audio track, there is an option to detect 

the silent portions of that track and create a new track with the silence removed.   

 

a. Remove Silence.  If ticked, silent portions of the selected track will be removed.  The 

selected audio track is first copied to a temporary track and rendered to a lossless wave 

file, which is then used for silence detection processing.  After processing, the silence 

portions are removed and the resulting track events will be used for ducking.  

b. Save temporary track.  If ticked, the temporary track will be saved.  Otherwise, it will be 

removed upon completion of ducking.  

c. No ducking.  If ticked, there will be no duck processing.   

d. Threshold.  Sets the volume  level in decibels, below which, the audio file will be 

considered "silent".  The default is -40 dB.  

e. Minimum Length.   Sets the minimum length of time in milliseconds for a portion of the 

audio to be considered "silent".  The default is 500 msec.  In other words, only portions of 

the audio file that are whose volume is less than -40 dB and whose length is half a second 

or more, will be considered "silent".   

4. Select Target Tracks.  Drop down list of target tracks.  Note that multiple tracks may be 

selected.  If the type of ducking selected is Audio-Volume, only audio tracks will be 

shown.  If Video-Composite is selected, only video tracks will be shown.  

5. Ducking Parameters .  

a. Volume.  The amount of audio ducking that will be applied to the Volume 

envelope.  Possible values can range from -60 dB which is complete silence to +6 dB 

which increases track volume by 6 dB.  The default is -6 dB.  
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b. Opacity.  The amount of opacity reduction that will be applied to the Composite 

envelope.  Possible values range from 100% opacity to 0% opacity which is black.  The 

default is 100%.  

 

c. Curve.  Drop down list of curves that can be applied to each envelope point which 

include Smooth, Fast, Linear, Sharp, and Slow.  The default is Smooth.  

d. Location.  Drop down list of where the fade in begins or fade out ends with respect to 

ducking control event.  If Outside is selected, the fade in starts before and ends at the 

start of the event.  If Inside is selected, the fade in begins with the start of the event.  If 

Centered is selected, the fade in starts before the event by half the fade length and ends 

inside the event.  The default is Outside.  

e. Mute.  If ticked, the values of Location and Fade Length are set so that the resulting 

envelope points are the same as if a Mute envelope had been applied.  This enables a 

combination of both ducking and muting using the same track envelope.  

f. Fade Length. Length of fade in and fade out in milliseconds.  

g. Minimum Length.  The minumum length of the event in milliseconds.  Events shorter 

than this duration will be be ignored.  

h. Minimum Separation.  The amount of time between events necessary for fade in or fade 

out envelope points to be added.  The default is 1000 msec or 1 sec.  In other words, if the 

distance between the end of one event and start of the next event is less than 1 sec, a 

fade out and fade in will not be applied to those events.  

6. How to Apply .  

a. Replace Envelope.  If selected, envelope points from an existing envelope will first be 

removed.  

b. Add to Envelope . If selected, envelope points will be added to an existing envelope, 

thus enabling the user to simply add points.  Note, however, that any existing points that 

are contained within the range of points to be added (start of fade in to end of fade out) 

will first be removed.  

c. Invert Points.  If ticked, the envelope points will be inverted or flipped.  

d. Start.  Begins processing.  

6.7 ExternalApps 
ExternalApps is a tool enabling the user to quickly launch external applications such as 

MediaInfo, VirtualDub, Photoshop, etc.  There is an option to use the media file of the first 
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selected event as an argument to the application.  For example, the media file of the 

selected event would be the file examined if MediaInfo is the selected app or an audio file 

could be opened in Sound Forge or IzotopeRx. 

 

1.   Launches the OpenFile dialog to add an external application.  The external 

application must end with a ".exe" extension. 

2.   Moves the selected up in the application list. 

3.   Moves the selected down in the application list. 

4.   Removes an application from the application list.  Note that it does NOT remove the 

application from your computer. 

5. Cancel.  Cancels the launch of an application.  However, changes such as adding or 

removing an application will still be saved. 

6. Go.  Launches the selected application.  An alternative to is to double-click an 

application to immediately launch. 

6.8 FileInfo 
Displays detailed stream information about a selected media file or timeline event.   
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If multiple media files or timeline events are selected, it only displays information about the 

first file or event.  In the event that both a media file and timeline event has been selected, 

the following dialog is shown asking the user to choose which is to be selected. 

 

6.9 FileNamingSetup 
The File Naming Setup dialog enables the user to customize the names of rendered 

files.  The dialog is available for renders using the following tools: AudioTrim, AviDub, 

RenderEvents, and RenderPlus.  It is launched from those tools by clicking on the 

following icon  which is located within the Where to Save groupbox of each of the 

dialogs.  To see an example for each type of render, click on the preview button . 
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 .  

1. Available Names 

a. Project Name.  For RenderPlus, the file name entered in the Where to Save dialog 

box.  For the others, it is the name of the Vegas project. 

b. "Loop Region". Text entered to identify render as a selection loop. 

c. Start End Frame Numbers.  The beginning and end frame numbers for the render.  E.g. 

Frame 1222 to 1522. 

d. Region Index. Region index as defined by its position on the timeline. 

e. Region Name.  Name of the region. 

f.  Active Take Name.  Name of the active (topmost) take for an event. 

g. Media File Name.  Name of the media file associated with the selected event. 

h. Track Index.  Track index as shown on the Vegas timeline.  Available when the "by 

track" option is selected in AudioTrim and RenderPlus. 

i. Track Name.  Track name as shown on the Vegas timeline.  Available when the "by 

track" option is selected in AudioTrim and RenderPlus. 

2. General Options 
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a. Existing File Options:  Action that occurs whenever a file exists with the same name. 

(1). New File Add Index. Add an index to the base file name and continue the render.  E.g. 

if MyProject.MP4 exists, the name of the file would be MyProject-01.MP4. 

(2)  Overwrite File.  Attempts to overwrite the file.  If the file is in use and cannot be 

overwritten, the user has the option to add an index and continue. 

(3) Ask to Overwrite File.  A dialog appears asking to overwrite. 

b. Add Prefix.  Text may be added to the beginning of the file name.  

c. Add Suffix.  Text may be added to the end of the file name. 

d. Separator.  A dropdown list of separators that include dash, underscore, and space. 

3.   Clears all entries. 

4.   Resets to default settings. 

6.10 FrameFixer 
FrameFixer is a tool designed for detecting scene changes and also for finding 

and replacing bad frames. Optical scene detection has algorithms optimized for both video 

and still image sequences.  FrameFixer can also find black frames, flash frames, and 

duplicate frames.  Upon completion of the initial scan, markers can be added to the 

timeline at the detected frame locations.  Replacement options include the use of adjacent 

"good" frames and also interpolated frames using optical flow techniques.  In addition to 

replacement of single frames,  there is an option to replace multiple adjacent 

frames.  Replaced frames may be added back to a new track or added to the same 

track.  Replaced frame are added to an event group to insure that they can be moved 

together.  
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1. What to Analyze .  

a. Selected Events  Multiple events may be selected from a single track.  

b. Loop Region  If selected, the loop region will be scanned.  

c. Project  If selected, the entire project will be scanned.  

d.    Launches Otter NavBar  which permits the user to navigate the timeline, select 

tracks and events, and set in and out points for render loop.  

2. Analysis Options    

a. Interlaced.  If ticked, creation of interpolated frames will be optimized for interlaced 

video.  

b. Temporary Resize. If ticked, project settings will be temporarily changed to 1280 x 720 

to speed up processing.  Upon completion of the initial scan, project settings will be 

changed back to the original frame size  

3. Optical Scene Detection .  

a. Type of footage  Detection algorithms have been optimized for normal video footage as 

well as a montage of stills.   
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b. Set Threshold  Scene change algorithms are by no means perfect given the variety of 

video source material.  If the threshold is set too low, frames will be missed.  Set the 

threshold too high and there will be false positives.   

c. Add Markers To Timeline  After the scan is completed, a text file is created of timecodes 

of predicted scene change locations.  If checked, markers will be added to the timeline at 

predicted scene change locations.  If unchecked, marker times can still be imported from 

the saved text file.  

d. Save Detailed Threshold Log  If checked, a detailed threshold log will be saved which 

can be of value in determining the proper threshold for one's footage.  To view the detailed 

log, click the folder icon    and the log will be opened in your default text editor.  Make 

sure that the text editor of choice is associated with the ".log" extension.  For each frame 

the following information is provided: (1) change in pixel luma to next frame; (2) change in 

pixel luma from previous frame; (3) average luminance; (4) the computed detection 

measure; and (5) "Frame detected" if the computed detection measure exceeds the 

threshold.   Here is an example log.  
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e. Analyze  Starts the scanning and detection process.  

f. Re-Analyze    Re-analyzes the data without re-scanning.  This can be a time saver 

for trying different threshold values.   

g. Delete Markers  Deletes markers from the timeline.  Note that the markers to be deleted 

will depend on the selected setting in What to Analyze.  If "Project" is selected, all markers 

will be deleted, regardless of whether they were created during the detection process.  

h. Split at Markers  The video track will be split at the selected marker locations.  

i. Unsplit Events  Split events will be "unsplit" or "healed".   

4. Bad Frame Detection  
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a. Type of Frame  Video footage can be scanned for three types of "bad" frames: (1) black 

frames; (2) flash frames such as found from a camera flash; and (3) duplicate frames 

which are often found when editing variable frame rate footage.  

b. Set Threshold  Bad frame detection algorithms are by no means perfect given the 

variety of video source material.  If the threshold is set too low, frames will be missed.  Set 

the threshold too high and there will be false positives.  

c. Add Markers To Timeline  After the scan is completed, a text file is created of timecodes 

of predicted scene change locations.  If checked, markers will be added to the timeline at 

predicted bad frame locations.  If unchecked, marker times can still be imported from the 

saved text file.  

d. Reference Frames .  The number of frames used in computing a running average of 

luminance values for use in flash detection.  

e. Save Detailed Threshold Log  If checked, a detailed threshold log will be saved which 

can be of value in determining the proper threshold for one's footage.  To view the detailed 

log, click the folder icon    and the log will be opened in your default text editor.  Make 

sure that the text editor of choice is associated with the ".log" extension.  For each frame 

the following information is provided: (1) change in pixel luma to next frame; (2) change in 

pixel luma from previous frame; (3) average luminance; (4) the computed detection 

measure; and (5) "Frame detected" if the computed detection measure exceeds the 

threshold.     

f. Analyze  Starts the scanning and detection process.  

g. Re-Analyze    Re-analyzes the data without re-scanning.  This can be a time saver 

for trying different threshold values.   

h. Delete Markers  Deletes markers from the timeline.  Note that the markers to be deleted 

will depend on the selected setting in What to Analyze.  If "Project" is selected, all markers 

will be deleted, regardless of whether they were created during the detection process.  

i. Add Duplicates  A duplicate frame either just before or just after the bad frame will be 

inserted.  The bad frame is actually "removed" from the event and the duplicate 

inserted.  The new frame is added to the event's group so that it can be moved with the 

event.  

j. Remove Dups  Removes the duplicates added and "heals" the original event.   

5. Replace Bad Frames  

a. Select Frame  There are three options: (1) 1st Dup - the first duplicate frame will be 

replaced with an interpolated frame; (2) 2nd Dup - the second duplicate frame will be 

replaced with an interpolated frame; and (3) Multiple frames - replaces multiple adjacent 

frames.  The third option requires that the user create a loop region around the frames to 
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be replaced as follows: the in point should be placed at the start of the previous "good" 

frame and the outpoint should be placed at the end of the next "good" frame.  At the 

moment, the minimum loop length is 3 frames and the maximum length is 10 frames.  The 

success of replacing multiple frames will to a large extent depend upon motion content.   

b. How to Add Back  There are two options: (1) New Track.  The interpolated new frames 

will be added to a new track titled "FrameFixer".  Use of this option is recommended if one 

wants to create a mask so that only parts of the frame are replaced.  (2) The interpolated 

new frames are added to the same track.  In both cases, the new frames are added to the 

event group so that it can be moved.  

c. Choose Codec  There are two lossless options: (1) Magic YUV and (2) UtVideo.  Since 

only a few frames are being rendered, the added storage requirement is minimal.  

d. Start  Begins replacement processing.  

e. Cancel  Exits the script without processing.  

6.11 FxAssist 
FxAssist is a tool designed to help the user manage effects in Vegas.  It enables the user 

to easily create a set of individual Favorites and Filter Chains that can be applied to 

events, media, tracks, and output buses.  
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1. Type of Fx. Both Video Fx and Audio Fx are supported.  

2. What to do (Fx Action).  

a. Add.  Fx will be added.  

b. Replace.  If selected, existing Fx will first be removed and new Fx added.  

c. Remove.  Fx will be removed  

d. Enable.  Fx will be enabled.  

e. Bypass.  Fx will be bypassed.  

f.  Find.  Search for existing Fx.  Events and tracks will be selected that meet the search 

criteria.  The results of the search will also be displayed in an action summary:   
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3. Where to Apply (Target) .  

a. Selected .  Actions will be applied to selected events, media or tracks.  

b. All . Actions will be applied to all events, media, tracks or the output bus.  

c. Video Events .  Actions will be applied to video events.  

d. Beginning.  (Add only)  Fx will be added at the beginning of an existing filter chain.  If 

not ticked, the default is to add an Fx at the end of the chain.  

e. Before Pan/Crop .  (Add only) Fx will be added before Pan/Crop is applied.  The default 

is to add an Fx after Pan/Crop.  

f. Insert at Index .  (Add only) If ticked, the user may insert an individual Fx at any position 

in an existing filter chain.  The following steps must be followed:  

(1) Load the Existing Filter Chain.  

(2) Add new Fx to Filter Chain.  

(3) Move new Fx to desired position in the filter chain using the up/down arrows  

g. Media. Actions will be applied to media.  Note that his only applies to Video Fx.  

h. Media From Events.  Actions will be applied to media files of selected events.  

i. Tracks.  Actions will be applied to tracks.  
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j. Output Bus.  Actions will be applied to Fx on either the video output bus or the master 

audio bus.  

k.   Select all targets.  

l.   Clears selected targets.  

4. Select Fx.  Select which Fx are to be applied.  

a. All.  This option is available only for the Find action.  For example, the user might want 

a complete listing of all Fx that are applied to the output bus.  

b. Favorites.  If selected, the user can choose from a drop-down list of all individual Fx that 

have been designed as Favorites.  A separate list is available for Video and Audio 

fx.  Each favorites includes both the Fx name and its preset.  

(1)  Deletes the selected Fx from the favorites list.  

(2)  Adds the selected Fx to the filter chain.  

c. List.  If selected, the user can choose from the Fx drop-down list of all installed Vegas 

Fx.  Once an Fx has been selected, the available presets are shown in the Presets drop-

down list.  The user can then add the selected Fx and preset to either the list of favorites 

or the filter chain.  To add to the list of Favorites, first select the Favorites radio 

button.  Then click on the add to favorites icon .  To add to the filter chain, first select 

the Filter Chain radio button.  Then click on the add to filter chain icon  which replaces 

the add to favorites icon.  

d. Filter Chain.  If selected the user can easily create filter chains by adding individual Fx 

from the list of favorites.  Filter chains can also be imported for selected events, media, 

tracks, or output buses.   

(1) Search Mode.  If the Find action is selected, the Any and All radio buttons are 

enabled.  (1) Any.  During search, an event, media, track, or output bus will be considered 

a "hit" if any of the Fx within the filter chain are found. (2) All.  During search, an event, 

media, track or output bus will be considered a "hit" in the action summary only if all of the 

Fx are found.  In other words, it must contain all of the Fx within the filter chain.  
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(2) Other Modes.  

(a)  A drop-down box contains the list of saved filter chains.  Once individual Fx have been 

added to the filter chain listbox, the new chain may be saved by entering a name into the 

drop down box and then clicking on .icon button.  The selected filter chain may be 

deleted by clicking on the  icon button.  

(b)   Clears the filter chain listbox.  

(c)   Adds the filter chain from the first selected event, media file, track, or output bus.  

(d)   Adds a pan/crop item to the listbox.  This enables the user to move filters above or 

below pan/crop once added to Vegas.  

(e)   Moves the position of the selected filter up in the filter chain.  

(f)    Moves the position of the selected filter down in the filter chain.  

(g)   Deletes the selected filter (or pan/crop box) from the filter chain.  
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5.   Launches Otter NavBar  which permits the user to navigate the timeline, select 

tracks and events, and set in and out points for render loop.  

6.12 GoToFile 
Opens Windows File Explorer and goes to (selects) the media file for selected Project 

Media or Timeline Events.  If multiple project media or timeline events are selected, it only 

goes to the first selected media or event.  In the event that both a project media and 

timeline event has been selected, the following dialog is shown asking the user to choose 

which one to open.  

 

6.13 ImportAssist 

A script for either re-wrapping or transcoding media files into a format that can be more 

easily decoded on the Vegas timeline.  If re-wrapping is possible, the media file's 

videostream and audiostream remain unchanged.  These are placed into a new container 

which can then be decoded by Vegas.  Transcoding involves the re-rendering of the 

media file's videostream and audiostream into a format that can be better decoded on the 

Vegas timeline.  Ideally, a lossless VFW codec such as UtVideo or MagicYUV should be 

used for the videostream, but this can result in very large file sizes.  Transcoding options 

include direct x264 renders as well as VFW codecs such as Cineform using VirtualDub. 
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1. Type of Import. A drop-down list of media for which a transcoding or rewrapping option 

is available.  
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2. Add Files.  A left-click of the folder-only (left)  icon opens the browse folder dialog in 

which an entire folder may be added for processing.  A left-click on the folder-explore 

(right) icon opens the file dialog in which multiple files may be selected for 

processing.  Click on the reset button    to remove all files, selections, and to start over.  

3. Selected Files to Import . An info box  which  shows the list of files to be processed.   

a.   If clicked, detailed stream information will be shown.  
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b.  Moves the selected items up in the listbox.  

c.  Moves the selected items down in the listbox.  

d.  Removes the selected media files from the listbox.  Note that it does NOT delete the 

file from your hard drive.  

4. Processing Options .  Once the Type of Import has been selected, the available 

processing options are shown in this info box.  There are two main processing options 

rewrapping or transcoding.  At the moment rewrapping options are limited and available 

only for a few types of media, while transcoding is generally available for all media.   

 

a. Rewrap .  If rewrap is selected, both the audio and video streams are simply copied into 

a new container.  E.g. iPhone video is saved in an mov container.  It can be quickly re-

wrapped into an mp4 container and oftentimes can be more easily decoded when 

imported to the Vegas timeline.  If re-wrapping is possible, both the audio and video 

streams remain unchanged.  

b. VFR to CFR . For MKV, MP4 and MOV containers, a rewrapping option is available 

which enables the conversion of Variable Frame Rate (VFR) video to a Constant Frame 

Rate(CFR) which Vegas prefers.  This can be especially useful for cell phone and tablet 

video recordings which usually record using VFR.  There is no transcoding of the video 
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stream.  Only the timecode is changed. For MKV containers, the VFR to CFR option is 

selected by default.    

c. Transcode .  If transcode is selected, the video stream will be re-rendered.   For 

transcoding, there are usually four container options--avi, mp4, mov and png.  If mp4 or 

mov is selected, the drop down list will contain available x264 render templates.   If avi is 

selected, the drop down list will contain available Video for Windows render 

templates.  These templates include those that were part of the HOS installation package 

and whatever new render templates the user has created using AviDub.  Avi processing 

makes use of VirtualDub FilterMod while x264 processing uses FFmpeg. If png is selected, 

an image sequence of lossless png's will be rendered with choice of bit depth.  

d.   For 8bit x264 renders using FFmpeg, clicking this icon button toggles between full-

range (0-255) and limited-range (16-235).  This option is not available when using 10bit 

x264 rendering.  

c. Container . A drop down list of possible containers.  

e. FFmpeg.  If selected, the drop down list will show a list of available render 

templates.  For x264 encoding, new templates can be created using the Encoder Settings 

dialog. 

f.    When clicked, the following x264 rendering template window is shown.  Note that the 

same window can be loaded when x264 rendering is selected in AviDub, ProxyAssist, and 

RenderEvents.  Templates created in one script may be used in other scripts as well.  A 

complete description of this window may be found in the help section describing x264 

Render Templates in detail.  
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g. VirtualDub. If selected, the drop down list  will show a list of available VirtualDub render 

templates.  New templates can be added by launching VirtualDub from OtterBar or 

OtterInfoBar and creating and saving new compression settings files. 

5. Video Options .  

   

a.Crop Button .   If clicked, a crop settings dialog open which enables the user to crop 

the incoming media file.   

 

  

(1)   Opens the Trimmer dialog which enables frame selection which can be useful if 

first frame of media file is black.  
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(2)   Resets crop settings to zero.  

(3)   Creates a crop box the same size as the selected frame size.  The crop box may 

then be dragged to the desired crop location.  

b. Head .  The number of frames to be trimmed from the beginning (head) of the media file. 

May be entered manually or automatically using the crop resize dialog.  

c. Tail .  The number of frames to be trimmed from the end (tail) of the media file. May be 

entered manually or automatically using the crop resize dialog  

d. Trim Button.    Opens the Trimmer dialog which enables user to preview the media 

file and select the in and out points. For detailed icon information, see tooltips.  

 

(1)   Sets inpoint.  

(2)   Sets outpoint.  

(3)   Resets in and out points and playhead to start of media file.  
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(4)   Copies the current frame to the clipboard and closes the dialog.  It is used on 

conjunction with the crop resize dialog to select preview frame.  

e. Reset Crop Trim Settings.    Resets the crop settings and trims points to zero.  

f. Apply Avisynth Filters.  If ticked, a drop down list is enables which permits selection of 

Avisynth templates to be applied.  

g. Avisynth Options Dialog .   Opens the Avisynth Settings dialog.   

 

h. Frame Rate. A dropdown list of available frame rates for the transcoded files.  If custom 

is selected, the frame rate may be entered manually.   

i. Extract . If selected, subtitles and chapters may be extracted from MKV and MP4 files.  

(1) Subs.  Subtitles (subrip) can be extracted from the media files and will be saved as 

files with a .srt extension.  They cannot be directly added to the Timeline using 

HappyOtterScripts.  To add these to the timeline, it is recommended that the Text 

Generation Wizard in Vegasaur be used.  

(2) Chapters. Chapters will be extracted and added as Markers on the Vegas timeline.  If 

available, chapter titles will be added as Marker labels.  

5. Still Image Options .  If stills are to be imported, the Video Options dialog is replaced by 

a Still Image Options dialog.    

https://vegasaur.com/
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a. Resizing to either a custom width or factor of the project width.   

b. Cropping.    If selected, the following crop dialog is shown.  

 

  

c. Length.  Event length if added to the timeline.  
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d. Format. Choice of formats including bmp, jpg, png and tif.  

e. Small Image Import.  If ticked, a small image can be imported and placed on a 

transparent background corresponding to the project dimensions.  This enables small 

images to be imported to the timeline without the "zooming" that normally occurs when 

such images are added directly to the timeline.  

6. Audio Options .  

   

a. Copy Audio . If checked, the selected audio streams wills be copied and rendered to 

new audio files.   

b. Re-render To: .   

(1) AAC . Selected streams will be re-rendered to the aac format at a bit rate of 256K  

(2) PCM . Selected streams will be re-rendered to 16bit 48Khz pcm audio.  

c. Add Delay(ms) .  Transcoding and re-wrapping can often lead to loss of audio sync. 

Use positive values if the audio is too early or negative values if the audio is late.  Time is 

in milliseconds with a  max and min of 2000 msec.   

7. Save Options .  

a. Add to Project Media.  If checked, the transcoded or rewrapped files will be added to 

project media pool.  

b. Add to Timeline. If checked, the transcoded or rewrapped files will also be added 

directly to the timeline.  New tracks named Imported Video and Imported Audio will be 

created and the files will be placed on those tracks.  If the project already contains media 

on the timeline, the new files will be added at the end of the project.  

c. Add File Tag. If checked, a file tag will be added which is any text the user wants added 

to the name of the rewrapped or transcoded media file.  Two separate file tags are 

possible--one for Rewrapped media and another for Transcoded media.  

8. Where to Save . There are three options.  
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a. Specific Folder Location .  Rendered media files are stored in a specific folder 

selected by the user.  A left-click on the folder icon opens the browse folder dialog 

from which the location is selected or a new folder created.  If "Create Project 

Name Sub-folder" is checked, a sub-folder will be created in that location with the 

name of the subfolder being the Project name.  

b. Sub-folder of Project Folder . Rendered media files are stored in a sub-folder in 

the  folder where the Vegas project is located.  The name  of the sub-folder may 

be entered into the textbox on  the right.  

c. Sub-folder of Media File Folder.  Rendered media files are stored in a sub-folder 

in the  folder where the media file is located.  The name of  the sub-folder may be 

entered into the textbox on the right.This option is available only for event renders. 

9. Start. Begins the rewrapping or transcoding process.  

10. Cancel. Exits the script without processing.   

6.14 KwikPreview 
KwikPreview is a tool that works much the same as the Vegas Ram Preview (Shift-B) with 

some notable exceptions.  The preview is rendered to a temp file rather than memory, 

thus requiring no change to the amount of RAM in Video options.  The user has an option 

to select preview size as well as a frame rate reduction for high frame rate video 

sources.  More importantly the user has a choice of render templates that have been 

created in RenderPlus or use of a built-in render template.  Upon completion, preview 

automatically starts using Media Player Classic-Home Cinema which provides options for 

use of shaders that simulate use of the Vegas Computer RGB to Studio RGB or Studio 

RGB to Computer RGB levels conversions.  Settings may be changed by selecting Reset 

Script Settings in the context menu using either OtterBar or OtterInfoBar. 
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1. Type of Preview  

a. None .  Normal preview with no split-screen. 

b. Fx On/Off .  Split screen preview comparing Fx enabled vs disabled. 

c. Two Tacks .  Split screen preview comparing two tracks. 

d. Active Take vs Original .  Split screen previews comparing the Active Take vs the 

original Take. 

2. Preview File Folder. Location of the temp preview files may be changed using the 

Browse for Folder dialog. 

3. Render Properties . 

a. Render Quality .  Choice of the four Vegas render quality settings. 

b. Frame Height. Drop-down list of frame heights.  Frame width is automatically computed 

based on the aspect ratio of the Project settings. 

c. Frame Rate.  Preview frame rate may be reduced by half for project frame rates that are 

greater or equal to 50 fps. 

4. Render Template . 

a. Built-in Template .  Renders to mpg using high quality mpeg2 codec settings. 
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b. Use Custom.  From the drop down list, select any render template that has been 

created using Render Plus with the exception of hevc.  All GPU-assisted options are 

supported using QSV, Nvenc, and VCE encoders as well as lossless formats including 

MagicYUV and UtVideo.  It is recommended that the user create his own "KwikPreview" 

render templates. 

c. Include Audio.  If checked, a temp wave file will be rendered for the loop region which 

can be used during playback using Media Player Classic-Home Cinema. 

5. Playback Filters.  Media Player Classic-Home Cinema has a number of shader presets 

that can simulate either the Computer RGB to Studio RGB or the Studio RGB to Computer 

RGB presets in the Vegas Levels Fx. 

6. Don't Show Dialog. If ticked, this dialog will not be shown when running the script.  To 

once again show the dialog, the user must right-click on the KwikPreview icon using 

OtterBar or OtterInfoBar and select Reset Script Settings. 

7.  Cancel .  Cancels setup.  

8.  OK.  Saves the settings and begins the preview of the selected loop region in Vegas.  

6.15 KwikProxy 
KwikProxy (KP) is a tool that enables the user to quickly create proxies for use in Vegas 

Pro.  Proxy creation is usually much quicker for UHD and above resolutions since proxies 

are created "before" being imported into Vegas.  KP supports two work flows.  In the first, 

KP works the same as native Vegas proxy creation and creates a proxy file with an sfvp0 

extension, thus enabling the rapid switching between the original and the proxy by 

changing Vegas preview settings.  In the second, proxy files are created which can be 

swapped with the original.  Both AVC and MPEG-2 (XD CAM) formats are supported for 

the proxy files.  
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1. Proxy Options  

a. Use Vegas Auto .  If ticked, proxy files will be created with the sfvp0 file extensions, 

thus enables the automatic switching between original and proxies using preview 

settings.  Upon completion of proxy creation, the original files will be added to the media 

pool and added to the timeline if those options are chosen.  

b.   Selected project media will be added to the Selected Files to Process listbox.  

c.   Launches the folder browse dialog to create proxies for all files within the folder.  All 

files will be added to the Selected Files to Process listbox.  

d.   Launches the open file dialog to create proxies for individual files.  Selected files 

will be added to the Selected Files to Process listbox.  

e. Create Proxies.  If ticked, proxies will be created for the files shown in the Selected 

Files to Process listbox once the Start button is clicked.  

f. Show Proxies. If ticked, all proxy files will be shown in the Selected Files to Process 

listbox.  
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g. Show Originals. If ticked, all original files will be shown in the Selected Files to Process 

listbox for which proxies exist.  

h.  When proxies are first created, a file is created that contains the file location of both 

the original and the proxy to facilitate the rapid switching between proxy and original.  If 

ticked, the existing file will be reset.  

i .   Swaps proxies to original and vice versa.  If the Show Proxies radio button is ticked, 

clicking will swap selected proxy files to the original files.  If the Show Originals radio 

button is ticked, clicking will swap selected original files to the proxy files.  

j.   Selected files will be sent to the recycle bin.  

2. Selected Files to Process  

a. Files may be added to the listbox by Dragging and Dropping folders or individual 

files.  Files may also be added using the folder browse or open file dialogs previously 

described.  

b.   Clears the listbox.  

c.   If clicked, detailed stream information will be shown.  

   

d.  Moves the selected items up in the listbox.  

e.  Moves the selected items down in the listbox.  

f.  Removes the selected media files from the listbox.  Note that it does NOT delete the 

file from your hard drive.  

3. Processing Options 

a. Proxy Format Options 
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(1) AVC.  If selected, built-in AVC templates designed for quick rendering using available 

GPU encoders (Nvenc, QuickSync, VCE) plus a CPU only option will be used for proxy 

creation. 

(2) MPEG.  If selected, a built-in MPEG-2 (XD CAM) template will be used for proxy 

creation.  Unlike Vegas, the user is not limited to a 1280 x 720 frame size. 

(3) Custom. If selected, the user can design his own template or make use of a template 

created in other renders tools such as RenderPlus or RenderEvents using the drop down 

list of templates. 

(4)    When clicked, the following x264 rendering template window is shown.  Note that 

the same window can be loaded when x264 rendering is selected in AviDub, ProxyAssist, 

and RenderEvents.  Templates created in one script may be used in other scripts as 

well.  A complete description of this window may be found in the help section 

describing x264 Render Templates in detail.  

 

b. Frame Height. Drop down list of frame heights.  Options include: 1080, 720, Half, 

Quarter, Same or Custom. If Half is selected, the original frame height is divided by 2; if 

Quarter, divided by 4.  If Custom is selected, the user may enter a custom frame 

height.  Note that frame width is automatically calculated based upon the Display Aspect 

Ratio of the original footage. 

c. Frame Rate.  Drop down list of frame rates.  For proxies, it is recommended that the 

frame rate remains the Same.  If changed, only frame rates half of the original frame rate 

should be used--in other words, 25 for a 50 fps original frame rate or 29.997 for a 59.94 

fps original frame rate. 
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d.    Clicking this icon button toggles between full-range (0-255) and limited-range (16-

235).  

e. Batch.  If ticked, an attempt will be made to create proxies in an unattended mode.  All 

user messages and errors will be by-passed if possible. 

f. Skip. If ticked, media files will not be processed if previously created proxy files 

exist.  Otherwise, new proxies will be created and any previously created proxies will be 

overwritten. 

4. Save Options . 

a. Add to Project Media.  If ticked, the proxy files will be added to the project media pool. 

b. Add to Timeline.  If ticked, proxy files will also be added to the timeline. New tracks 

named Imported Video and Imported Audio will be created and the files will be placed on 

those tracks.  If the project already contains media on the timeline, the new files will be 

added at the end of the project. 

c. File Tag . A file tag will be added which is any text the user wants added to the name of 

the proxy file.  

5.  Where to Save .  There are three options.  Note that these options are not available if 

Use Vegas Auto is ticked. 

a. Specific Folder Location. Rendered media files are stored in a specific folder selected 

by the user.  A left-click on the folder icon opens the browse folder dialog from which the 

location is selected or a new folder created.  If "Create Project Name Sub-folder" is 

checked, a sub-folder will be created in that location with the name of the subfolder being 

the Project name. 

b. Sub-folder of Project Folder. Rendered media files are stored in a sub-folder in 

the  folder where the Vegas project is located.  The name  of the sub-folder may be 

entered into the textbox on  the right. 

c. Sub-folder of Media File Folder. Rendered media files are stored in a sub-folder in 

the  folder where the media file is located.  The name of  the sub-folder may be entered 

into the textbox on the right. 

6.16 KwikZoom 
KwikZoom is a tool that enables the user to quickly "zoom in" and then "zoom out".  To 

use KwikZoom the following steps are required: 

1. Select event--only first selected event is used 

2. Create loop region where In point is position where Zoom In begins  and Out point is 

position where the Zoom Out is completed. 
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3. Launch the script 

4. Create the zoom region by clicking and dragging 

5. Enter Zoom In and Zoom Out times in milliseconds. 

6. Click OK 

 

1. Shows pixels cropped for each side of image.  Values may be fine-tuned using the 

up/down controls. 

2.   Resets pixels cropped to zero in all dimensions. 

3. Zoom In Length. Sets zoom in time in milliseconds. 

4. Zoom Out Length.  Sets zoom out time in milliseconds. 

5. Remove all keyframes.  Keyframes falling within the loop region are always removed 

before adding new keyframes.  If ticked, all keyframes for the event will be removed 

before adding the new keyframes within the loop region.  Note: if ticked and the Cancel 

button is clicked, all keyframes will be removed.  In other words, the pan/crop keyframes 

for the event will be reset. 

6. Cancel.  Closes dialog without adding keyframes.  Note: If cancel button is clicked and 

Remove all keyframes is ticked, all keyframes from the selected event will be removed. 

7. OK.  Add new keyframes and closes the dialog.  Note: If you Reset  before clicking on 

OK, the following dialog appears asking whether to remove all keyframes from the event. 
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6.17 LaunchColorCop 

6.18 LaunchHelp 
LaunchHelp opens the About dialog which provides version and licensing information as 

well as links to the HappyOtter website. 

 

1. Check for Updates and Messages. 

a. Updates.  The Check Now button checks for updates.  Even if no new updates are 

available, there is still an option to re-download the setup file. 

b. How Often.  Drop down list of how frequently to check for updates. 

c. What's New.  The Change Log button opens the Change Log pdf file which can be read 

online or downloaded. 
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d. Check for Messages.  Opens the Otter Alerts dialog which is used for notifications other 

than new builds. 

 

e. Turn off notifications.  If ticked, no notifications will be provided. 

2. Licensing Info. 

a. Licensee email, serial number, and license expiration date are displayed. 

b.   Refreshes the license information. 

c. Trial License.  Opens the dialog to obtain a trial license  

d. Buy License.  Opens the Get a License page on the HappyOtter website. 

e. Activate.  Opens the license activation dialog. 

3. Help .  Opens the Happy Otter Help file. 

4. Website . Takes user to the Happy Otter website. 

5. Exit .  Closes dialog. 
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6.19 LoudToOpacity 
LoudToOpacity enables the user to control the opacity of a video track based on the 

loudness of the audio.  Using a loudness log generated using either FFmpeg or Vegas, 

points are produced and added to a composite envelope for the selected video track.  To 

use LoudToOpacity, the following steps are required. 

1. Create selection loop. 

2. Decide whether to use Vegas or FFmpeg 

2. If Vegas, enter Tools|Generate Loudness Log 

3. Launch script and select Vegas or FFmpeg 

4. Select tracks and channel mapping 

5. Select Video Track from DropDown 

6. Select type of loudness measure 

7. Enter LUFS/dB value below which opacity is 100% 

8. Enter LUFS/dB value above which opacity is 0% 

9. Select quantize to frames and start value options 

10. Start 

 

1. Select Tracks to Include. When the script launches, audio tracks are displayed 

which  may be selected/deselected by simply clicking on the track.  Information displayed 

includes the displayed track index, the name of the track and whether the track is Mono, 

Stereo, Left (left only channel), or Right (right only channel). 
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a.  Selects/deselects all tracks. 

b.   Resets audio tracks mute/solo to default. 

c.   Resets channel mapping to default 

d.  Toggles the selected track between Stereo, Left only, and Right only.  Channels for 

all events on the selected track will be remapped based on this selection. 

2. Generate Log Using.  The loudness log may be generated using either Vegas or 

FFmpeg. 

a. FFmpeg. (Recommended).  If selected, FFmpeg will be used to generate a loudness 

log using its internal Ebur128 filter.  An audio wave file for the selection loop will first be 

rendered from Vegas from which the log file will be generated. 

b. Vegas.  If selected, the internally-generated Vegas log file will be used.  Note that the 

log file MUST be generated before launching the script.  In other words, all track/channel 

selections must be made by the  user before generating the log. 

c.  Opens the generated log file using the user's default text editor. 

3. Select Measures.  Three measures may be used for generating keyframes. 

a. Momentary LUFS.  Momentary LUFS (Loudness Units Full Scale) are based on a 100 

millisecond integration window for FFmpeg and a 400 millisecond window for Vegas.  In 

other words, the FFmpeg log scale will produce four times the number of keyframes 

produced by the Vegas measure.  

b. Short LUFS.  Short loudness unit based on a 3 second integration window for Vegas 

and an unknown length using FFmpeg.  

c. True Peak dB.  True peak dB is available only when using FFmpeg. It makes use of a 

higher internal sampling rate to provide accurate estimates.  

4. Other Options.  

a. Select Target Video Track.  A dropdown box which enables the user to select which 

Video track the composite envelope will be created and keyframes applied.  

b.  Estimates the range of values for both LUFS and Peak dB and inserts them into the 

numerical up/down boxes as starting points.  

b.  Resets the composite envelope for the selected video track.  

c. Set LUFS for 100%. Loudness values below this amount will set the opacity level to 

100%.  For the above settings, anything louder than -8 LUFS will result in 100% opacity.  
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d. Set LUFS for 0%. Loudness values above this amount will set the opacity level to 0% 

(i.e. black).  For the above settings, anything quieter than -15 LUFS will result in 0% 

opacity.  

e. Saved LUFS Templates. Settings may be saved for future use.  To create a template, 

first choose the LUFS values using the up down boxes.  Any changes will result in 

"<Unsaved>" being displayed in the drop down box.  To save, click on the drop down box, 

enter a new name and then click on the green plus button .  To remove a saved 

template, right-click on the selected template and then choose "Yes" to remove the 

template.  

f. Quantize Points to Video Frames.  If ticked, keyframes will be placed at the nearest 

video frame boundary.  

g. Restore track mute/solo on exit.  When the script launches, it saves the mute and solo 

values for each track.  If ticked, those values will be restored when the script exits.  

h. Set envelope start value to the value of the first sample point.  Since no loudness 

values exist on the first frame (first 300 ms using FFmpeg) the starting opacity will be 

100%.  If ticked, the starting value will be changed to the value of the first sample point.  

i. Flip All Points.  It ticked, envelope points will be "flipped".  In other words, 100% opacity 

will now become 0% opacity and vice-versa.  

j. Auto Update.  If ticked, the keyframes will be updated each time there is a change in the 

value of one of the LUFS up/down boxes.  

5. Start. A new wave file will first be rendered and a new loudness generated before 

computing the keyframes.  Note that this applies only when FFmpeg is being used.  

6. Update. Computes keyframes based on the existing loudness log file.  Note that this 

applies to both FFmpeg and Vegas generated log files.  

7. Exit.  Exits the script and closes the dialog.  

6.20 MediaFinder 
MediaFinder is a tool that is designed to easily search for and replace project media.  It 

can also be used for finding new media that can be added to the project.  
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1. What to Search For.  

a. Selected Media. Search for media that have been selected in the Project Window.  

b. All Media. Search for all project media except for generated media such as Text and 

Titles.  

c. Missing Media. Only search for missing media that have been identified as "Offline".  

d. New Media. Search for new media that can be added to the project.  If selected, "Click 

to Enter Search Name" is enabled.  Once clicked, you can enter the name to be 

searched.  A wildcard * is permitted for use in both the file name and its extension.  A 

green checkbox and red X appear which permit the user to enter the search name or 

cancel.  If the "check" is clicked, the name will be entered in the first available row of the 

grid.  Additional names can be subsequently entered.  

e. Add Wildcard To:  A wildcard can automatically be added to the search name.  If the 

Name checkbox is ticked, a wildcard will be added both as a prefix and suffix.  If the Ext 

checkbox is ticked, the extension will be replaced with a wildcard indicating that the 

search results will include any extension.  

f. Reload. If clicked, the Selected Media, All Media, or Missing Media will be reloaded.  If 

New Media had selected, the search name(s) will be reset and must be re-entered.  

2. Where to Search.  Identifies folders to be searched, folders to be excluded from the 

search, the order of folders to be searched, and whether the search should include 

subdirectories.  Each time the script launches, a scan is performed for existing logical 
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drives and their names.  Those folders become the Default folders to be searched.  There 

are also Default folders to be excluded including Program Files, Program Data, Users, and 

Windows on the system drive.  The easiest way of populating the folders listbox is by 

dragging and dropping selected folders from Windows Explorer.  

 

a. Check/Uncheck Checkbox.  Ticking/unticking the checkbox will toggle between all 

folders selected and no folders selected.  

b. Include . If checked, the listbox with checkboxes will show folders to be 

included.  Folders will be included only if they are checked.  

c. Exclude . If checked, the listbox with checkboxes will show folders to be 

excluded.  Folders will be excluded only if they are checked.  

d. Template Dropdown List . Templates may be created which are a combination of 

folders included  and folders excluded for a given search.  The dropdown list shows 

available templates.  Each time MediaFinder starts the template shown is the Last Used.  

e.  Add Template Button.    A template may be added or saved by first entering text into 

the template dropdown list and then clicking on the green plus button.   

f. Delete Template Button.   A template may be deleted by first selecting from the 

dropdown list and then clicking on the red X button.  

g. Up Down Buttons.      The order of folder search may be changed by use of the 

up and down buttons.  First select the folder in the listbox and then click on the up arrow 

or down arrow buttons to change its order.  

h. Folder Delete Button.    Folders to be deleted from the list must first be checked.  Then 

click on the red X button beneath the up/down buttons to remove those folders from the 

listbox.  

i. Add Folder Dialog.   The add folder dialog can be opened by clicking on the folder 

button.   
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j. Rescan Logical Drives.   Logical drives and their associated names will be rescanned 

and shown as the Default template.   

k. Search Subdirectories Checkbox.  If checked, subdirectories of the folders shown in the 

list will also be searched recursively.  

3. How to Filter.  Search results may be filtered by date, file size, type of extension, and 

parts of the file name (referred to as Substrings) such as a prefix or suffix.  Like folders, 

the user may define a list of items to include as well as exclude in setting up the desired 

filter package.  Templates of filter settings may also be created and saved for future use.  

 

a. Add Filters Checkbox. If checked, the How to Filter dialog is enabled and the filter 

settings will be applied during the initial search.  Until the user becomes familiar with how 

these filters operate, it is recommended that the initial search be done with the Add Filters 

checkbox "unticked".  It is also recommended that wildcards be added  during the initial 

search to produce a fairly large initial set of potential matches since it is the initial search 

that takes most time.  Once the initial search is completed, the addition of different filter 

options is very quick.  

b. Dates.  Results may be filtered by date.  The date used for filtering is "Date Modified" in 

Windows Explorer.  To include media files created after a specific date, tick the "From" 

checkbox and enter the date.  To include media files created before a specific date, tick 

the "To" checkbox and enter the date.  To specify a date range, tick both checkboxes.  To 

reset the dates to the current date, click on the Date Reset button.     

c. Include . If checked, the listbox with checkboxes will show extensions or substrings  to 

be included.  These extensions or substrings will be used during filtering only if they are 

checked.  

d. Exclude . If checked, the listbox with checkboxes will show extensions or substrings  to 

be excluded.  These extensions or substrings will be used during filtering only if they are 

checked.  
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e. Extensions. The most common way of filtering is use of filetype extensions.  The most 

common extensions have been included as the default and can be seen above.  Ticking 

"All" will yield matches with any type of extension.  Clicking "Exclude" will show the default 

extensions to be excluded.  These include only .sfk and .sfl filetypes.  There is also a 

"None" option which, if ticked, will not exclude any files based on the list of excluded 

extensions. New extensions may be added by clicking on the "Click to Add Extension" 

button.  The name of the new extension may then be entered.  A green checkbox and red 

X also appear which permit the user to enter the search name or cancel.  If the "check" is 

clicked, the new extension is added.  If the "X" is clicked, the operation is canceled.   

(1). Included .  Only extensions ticked will be included in the search results.  New 

extensions may be added may be added to the "included" list by clicking on the plus 

button and existing ones deleted by clicking on the minus button.  

(2). Excluded . Extensions ticked will always be excluded from the list.  New extensions 

may be added to the "excluded" list by clicking on the plus button and existing ones 

deleted by clicking on the minus button.  

f. String 1 .  A substring of the filename may be entered as a rule for inclusion or 

exclusion .  E.g. if proxy files were created using the default  filetag name "Proxy",  that 

term may be used as a filter for including or  excluding matches. New substrings may be 

added by clicking on the "Click to Add Substring" button.  When either Substring 1 or 

Substring 2 is selected, the button name changes from "Click to Add Extension" to "Click 

to Add Substring".  The name of the new substring may then be entered.  A green 

checkbox and red X also appear which permit the user to enter the search name or 

cancel.  If the "check" is clicked, the new substring is added.  If the "X" is clicked, the 

operation is canceled.   

g. String 2 . Works the same as String 1.  If a second string is added, it becomes possible 

to increase the complexity of your search by adding "AND" or "OR" conditions.  

h. File Size Only .  If checked, matches will be based on file size only, thus enabling 

potential matches when the file name has changed.  

i. Check/Uncheck Checkbox . ◻ Ticking/unticking the checkbox will toggle between 

all extensions or substrings selected and no extensions or substrings selected.  

j. Template Dropdown List . Templates may be created which are a combination of 

extensions and substrings included  and extensions and substrings excluded for a given 

search.  The dropdown list shows available templates.  Each time MediaFinder starts the 

template shown is the Last Used.  

k.  Add Template Button.    A template may be added or saved by first entering text into 

the template dropdown list and then clicking on the green plus button.  

l.  Delete Template Button.   A template may be deleted by first selecting from the 

dropdown list and then clicking on the red X button.  
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m. Extensions/Substrings Delete Button.      Extensions or substrings to be deleted from 

the list must first be checked.  Then click on the red X button to remove those extensions 

or substrings from the listbox.  

n. Click to Add Extension Button .  See e and f above  for information on this button.  

4. What to Do.  Following a successful search, there are two options.  

 

a. Replace Media.  Project media will be replaced by the new media.  To replace a media 

file, both the first and last checkbox in the datagrid must be ticked.  

b. Add to Project Media.  If ticked, the selected matches will simply be added to the project 

media.  

c. Checkbox.     If ticked, the media will also be added to the media bin selected in the 

dropdown list.  

5. Search Button.  Starts the search process.  

6. Commit Button. Starts the process of replacing media or adding media to the project.  

7. Update Button .  Once filter settings have been changed, click the "Update" button and 

the new matches will be displayed in the main datagrid.  

8. Cancel Button . Exits the script.  

9. Search Datagrid.  Search names and file matches are displayed in tabular form.  There 

are six columns within the datagrid which can be resized.  A row is created for each 

potential "match".  

 

  

a. Column 1.  The checkbox in the Header Row     toggles between all rows being 

checked and all rows being unchecked.  Right-clicking on the checkbox brings up a 

context menu that allows one to delete rows that are selected.  NOTE: Selected does not 
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mean checked.  To select a row, the user must click on the first column (blank) in the cell 

corresponding to the row that is to be selected.  When selected, the entire row turns gray.  

b. Column 2 - Project Media Files. Displays the full file path of the project media.  This 

column cannot be edited.  

c. Column 3 - Media Search Name.  Displays the search name along with wildcards if 

selected.  Note that this column CAN be edited.  As such, a media file can be replaced by 

another file having a name that is completely different from the original name.  

d. Column 4 - Ext. Displays the search name extension or the wildcard symbol if 

selected.  Note that this column CAN also be edited thus permitting a change of 

extensions during the initial search.  

e. Column 5 - Media File Matches.  Displays the resulting matches from a search.  This 

column cannot be edited.  

f. Column 6.  Like Column 1, the checkbox in the Header Row     toggles between all 

rows being checked and all rows being unchecked.   

9. Media File Context Menu.  Right-clicking on a selected item in the Project Media Files 

column or Media File Matches column results in the following dialog.  

 

a. Show MediaInfo.  If the 64bit GUI version of MediaInfo is installed, it will be launched 

the the media file information displayed. For example:  
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b. Show File Properties.  If selected, the following message box will be shown.  

   

c. Go To File Location.  If selected, a new Windows Explorer dialog will be opened to the 

folder location and the file will be selected.  For example:  
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d. Open with Default.  If selected, the default app for the media file will be opened 

according to the user's file associations.   

e. Open with MPC-HC. Opens media files with Media Player Classic-Home Cinema that 

was included as part of the Happy Otter Scripts installation.  For example, an audio file:  

 

f. Send to Recyle Bin.  Selected items from ONLY Media File Matches may be sent to the 

recyle bin.  Project Media Files cannot be recycled.  
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6.21 MediaRenamer 
MediaRenamer is a tool that enables the user to batch rename media files that are found 

in the Project Media window.  Note that MediaRenamer is an extension (not a script) and 

can be accessed directly in the Vegas View|Extensions window, the same location for 

OtterBar and OtterInfoBar.  However, it can still be launched from either OtterBar or 

OtterInfoBar. 

 

1. What to Rename . 

a. Selected Project Media.  Media that are selected from within the Project Media 

window.  Note that only external media files can be renamed.  Generated media and 

subclips cannot be renamed. 

b. All Project Media . Includes all project media. 

c. From Bin . Media files can be selected from a specific bin that can be found in the 

dropdown list. 

d. Media from Selected Events .  Media may also be included for renaming by selecting 

timeline events. 
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e. Last Renamed Files.  The last renamed media files will be selected.  This permits the 

user to "Undo" selected or all files that were renamed in the last run. 

f. Selected Active Take Names .  Active take names from selected events. 

g. Marker Names .  The labels for markers. 

h. Region Names .  The labels for regions. 

2. Renaming Rules . 

a. Remove . If ticked, the text entered will be removed from the media file name. 

b. Add Prefix .  If ticked, the text entered will be entered as a prefix to the media file name. 

c.Replace original name with . If ticked, the text entered will replace the original media file 

name. 

d. Add Suffix . If ticked, the text entered will be as a suffix to the media file name. 

e. Add Date Modified.  If ticked, the Date Modified which usually corresponds to the 

original recording date and time will be added as a suffix to the media file name. 

f. Serialize. If ticked, a serialized digit will be added as a suffix to the media file name.  The 

updown box indicates the number of digits for padding and the serialization start value can 

be set in the second updown box. 

g. Ext . If ticked, the extension of the media file will be replaced.  This option should be 

used with caution. 

h. Reset. To reset the renaming rules, click on the   button 

3. Preview Table. A table presents the original media file name and the new media file 

name based on the renaming rules that are chosen.   

4. Checkbox Column. For media files to be renamed, they much be "ticked" in the last 

column.  The top checkbox toggles between "All ticked" and "None ticked".  

5. Preview.  Once the renaming rules have been defined, a click on the Preview button will 

populate the preview table with both the original and new file names.  

6. Rename. Starts the renaming process.  For renaming to be successful Vegas must 

"release" the media files.  In general preferences, make sure that "Close media files when 

not the active application" is ticked. When the rename button is clicked, the following 

warning will appear:  
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If you can see "(Media Offline)" displayed on the video events in the timeline (note that the 

text is very light and often difficult to see), click OK.  If not, click Exit to return and try 

again.  Once renaming has bee completed, the Vegas missing media dialog will appear.  

 

Click on "Cancel" and the renamed media should appear in the Project Media window.  

7. Cancel. Exit without renaming.  

8. Undo.  If the "Last Renamed Files" option is selected in What to Rename, the dialog is 

changed so that the "Undo" button is enabled and the Renaming Rules option box is 

disabled as shown below.  
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6.22 MediaReplacer 

6.23 OpenAudioEditor 
A simple script for rendering a copy of a selected audio event and then opening that copy 

in an audio editor.  When the script first runs, you are prompted to select the editor.   

 

You can use multiple editors by simply copying and renaming the script.  It differs from the 

internal “Open Copy in Sound Forge” in that the take is not added back to the timeline until 

after the processing is completed. 

After editing is completed, the following message box will appear giving the user the 

option of saving the edited file or not. 
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The user can save the edited file in two ways.  

a. Add as a Take.  The edited audio file will be added as a take to the original audio event.  

b. Add to New Track .   The edited audio file will be added to a new track named 

Rendered Audio. 

The Save Option selected will be loaded the next time the script is executed. 

To change editors, you must select Reset Script Settings if using the OtterInfoBar or 

OtterBar.  If not, you must manually delete the settings file "OpenAudioEditor.xml" which 

may be found in either "C:\ProgramData\HappyOtterScripts\Magix Vegas Pro" or 

"C:\ProgramData\HappyOtterScripts\Sony Vegas Pro" depending upon which version of 

Vegas you are using.  

6.24 OpenPhotoEditor 
Similar to OpenAudioEditor, except that it is for stills.  In additional to the usual formats 

like jpg, png, bmp, etc.  it will also open Camera Raw images from the timeline.  Like 

OpenAudioEditor, the edited image is not added back to the timeline until processing is 

completed.  Also, copies of the script may be made so that multiple editors can be called. 

When the script first runs, the following window is shown.  A left-click on the folder icon 

opens the file dialog from which the filepath to the photo editor must be selected. 

 

After editing is completed, the following message box will appear giving the user the 

option of saving the edited file or not. 
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The user can save the edited file in three ways.  

a. Add as a Take.  The edited image will be added as a take to the original image.  

b. Add to New Track .   The edited image will be added to a new track named Edited 

Photos. 

c. Replace Media. The original image will be replaced by the edited image. 

The Save Option selected will be loaded the next time the script is executed. 

To change editors or editing options, you must select Reset Script Settings if using the 

OtterInfoBar or OtterBar.  If not, you must manually delete the settings file 

"OpenPhotoEditor.xml" which may be found in either 

"C:\ProgramData\HappyOtterScripts\Magix Vegas Pro" or 

"C:\ProgramData\HappyOtterScripts\Sony Vegas Pro" depending upon which version of 

Vegas you are using. If you manually delete the file, you must re-enter the editing 

application filepath again. 

6.25 ProxyAssist 
A script for building proxies.  It differs from other tools in that proxies are built from 

events that have been brought to the timeline.  This permits some initial cuts editing 

so that only a portion of the media file is rendered rather than the entire file.  It also 

differs in that proxies are added as a Take which permits rapid switching between 

the original and proxy files.  Options include internal Vegas rendering or direct X264 

renders as well as GPU-assisted options.  
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1. Proxy Settings.  An info box that displays both project resolution and the 

resolution of the proxy files that have been or about to be created.  If Vegas is used 

for rendering, the proxy resolution is determined from the render template that has 

been selected.  If an x264 proxy is to be created, the resolution must be set.  See 

#7.  There are three icons that serve as buttons.  

a.   Restores Vegas to original project settings.  

b.   Sets Vegas to the proxy resolution setting.  

c.   Resets the saved HO project settings file to the current project settings.  When 

ProxyAssist is first loaded in a new project, it creates a small text file that contains 

both project resolution (E.g. 1920 x 1080) and proxy resolution.   If the initial project 
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resolution was incorrect, or the user changes resolution, this enables the new project 

resolution to be saved to that file.  This file information is necessary for the proper 

switching back and forth between project and proxy resolution settings.  

2. Build Proxies .   

a. Selected Events.  Proxies will be created only for selected events on the timeline.  

b. All Events. Proxies will be created for all events on the timeline.  

c. Stills . Proxies will also be created for stills.  

d. Add Logo.  If checked, a logo will be added indicating that the media file created is 

indeed a proxy file.  Otherwise, it is often impossible to distinguish between the 

original and the proxy in the preview window.  The user is free to change the logo to a 

new design by simply replacing the ProxyLogo.png file with a new one having the 

same name.  That file is located in either 

"C:\ProgramData\HappyOtterScripts\Magix Vegas Pro\Scripts" or 

"C:\ProgramData\HappyOtterScripts\Sony Vegas Pro\Scripts" depending upon 

which version of Vegas is being used.  

e.  Add Audio.  If checked, an audio take will be added back to the timeline along with 

the video if the proxy media file contains an audio stream.  Having the audio added 

may improve playback performance, especially for less robust systems.  

f.   Launches Otter NavBar  which permits the user to navigate the timeline, 

select tracks and events, and set in and out points for render loop.  

g.  Add File Tag.  If checked, a file tag will be added to the name of the rendered proxy 

media file.   

h.   After build, change project settings to proxy settings.  If left unchecked, project 

settings will remain the same.  

3. Build. Starts the proxy building process.  

4. Cancel . Exits the script without processing and closes the GUI window.  

5. Proxy Switch. Switches between the original media files and proxy media files on 

the timeline.  The ProxySwitch script accomplishes the same thing without the 

ProxyAssist GUI being open.  

a.    Next Take.  Toggles between takes for selected event.  
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6. Remove Proxies .  

a. Selected Events.  Proxies will be removed from the timline and media pool for 

selected events.  

b. All Events. Proxies will be removed from the timeline and media pool for all events.  

c.  Recycle Files.  If checked, the removed files will also be sent to the recycle bin.  

7. Remove.  Begins the proxy removal process.  

8. Render Options.  The user may choose to use internal Vegas rendering or direct 

x264 rendering for proxy creation.  

a. x264.  If the x264 button is selected, x264 options are made available and the 

Vegas render template selection box is disabled.  

b. Proxy Frame Size. A drop down list which permits the user to choose the proxy 

resolution for x264 renders.  Note that if the chosen proxy resolution is less than the 

original resolution, the resizing occurs inside of Vegas rather than Avisynth to 

improve the speed of processing.   A custom frame size may be  entered by entering 

the width and height separated by an "x".  Then click on the green plus  button to 

enter.  

c. Color Matrix.  Drop down list of the following options:   Auto - HOS attempts to 

maintain the same luminance and chrominance; None - Default with no conversion 

specified which is the same as the SD-TV option; HD-PC - PC.709 - HD coefficients, 

Full Range (0-255); SD-PC - PC.601 - SD coefficients, Full Range (0-255); HD-TV - 

Rec709 - HD coefficients, Limited Range (16-235); SD-TV - Rec601 - SD coefficients, 

Limited Range (16-235); RGB - Converts to 24bit RGB; and RGBA - Converts to 32 

bit RGB for alpha channel;  

d. x264 Render Templates . Drop down list of x264 render templates that can be 

chosen for proxy creation.  

e. Vegas.  If the Vegas radio button is selected, the user must select the desired 

render template which is described in item #9.  Note that the gear and dropdown 

resolution selection box are disabled.  

f. Vegas Renderers . Drop down list of Vegas renderers that have been added as 

favorites.  
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g Vegas Render Template. Drop down list of Vegas render templates for a specific 

renderer that have have added as favorites.  

9.    x264 Encoder Settings Dialog . When clicked, the following x264 rendering 

template window is shown.  Note that the same window can be loaded when x264 

rendering is selected in AviDub and RenderEvents.  Templates created in one script 

may be used in other scripts as well.  A complete description of this dialog may be 

found in the help section describing  x264 Render Templates in detail.  

   

10.    Vegas Render Template Selection Dialog .  When clicked, the following Vegas 

render templates selection dialog is shown.  Additional information may be found in 

the help section describing Vegas Render Templates  in detail.  
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11. Where to Save . There are three options.  

a. Specific Folder Location.  Rendered media files are stored in a specific folder 

selected by the user.  A left-click on the folder icon opens the browse folder dialog 

from which the location is selected or a new folder created.  If "Create Project Name 

Sub-folder" is checked, a sub-folder will be created in that location with the name of 

the subfolder being the Project name.  

b. Sub-folder of Project Folder. Rendered media files are stored in a sub-folder in the  

folder where the Vegas project is located.  The name  of the sub-folder may be 

entered into the textbox on  the right.  

c. Sub-folder of Media File Folder.  Rendered media files are stored in a sub-folder in the  

folder where the media file is located.  The name of  the sub-folder may be entered into the 

textbox on the right.This option is available only for event renders.  
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6.26 ProxySwitch 
Simple script that simply switches between the Original and Proxy without opening the 

ProxyAssist script.  There is no GUI. 

6.27 OtterPlay 
OtterPlay permits the user to immediately "play" a media file that has just been rendered 

from AviDub, RenderEvents or RenderPlus using Media Player Classic - Home Cinema 

(MPC-HC).   

   

1. What to Play .  Three options are available for media rendered using RenderEvents or 

AviDub.   

a. Rendered .  Plays the file just rendered.  This is the only option available when using 

RenderPlus.  

b. Original.  Plays the original media file.  The media file is trimmed so that only the 

section corresponding to the rendered event, loop, or region is played.  

c. Split-screen . Plays a split-screen of the original media on the left and the rendered file 

on the right.  

2. Shader Presets .  MPC-HC enables the user to apply certain filters or shaders during 

playback.  OtterPlay provides four options.  

a. None . No filters are applied.  

b. Clamp.  Applies a full range (0-255) to TV range (16-235) filter.  In Vegas terms, it is the 

same as a Computer RGB to Studio RGB  levels change.  

c. Expand. Applies a TV range (16-235) to full range (0-255) filter.  In Vegas terms, it is 

the same as a Studio RGB to Computer RGB levels change.  
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d. Custom.  Enables the user to create his own preset.  To do so, open the Shaders 

window, select the Custom preset and then "load".  

 

As shown, no shaders are active.  Suppose I wanted to add "Denoise" as my Custom 

shader.  First highlight denoise and then select "Add to post-resize" as shown here.  
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"Denoise" then appears in the Active post-resize shaders box.  Enter Save, Apply, and OK 

and you're finished.  

3. Play Fullscreen .  If checked, fullscreen playback will be enabled.  

4. Use Direct Show.  If checked, OtterPlay will attempt to use Windows Direct Show for 

previewing whenever Original or Split Screen are selected.  If unchecked, an Avisynth 

filter will be used.  The following warning is shown.  
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It is recommended that the user try both to see which works best for Split-Screen 

previews.  For certain formats, the Avisynth filters seems to provide a better sync between 

the original and rendered media.  

6.28 OtterReset 
OtterReset permits the user to reset script settings, clear logs, kill apps, and reset registry 

settings. 

 

1. Reset Script Settings.  This will delete all the script settings files (*.xml) in the user 

directory.  It will also clear contents of the individual script folders.  Log files and the 

CustomCommandLine folder in RenderPlus will be saved. 

2. Clear Logs.  All render logs, crash log folders, and the install log will be cleared. 

3. Kill Apps and Reset Registry.  All apps used by HappyOtterScripts will be terminated if 

found to be running.  Registry items will also be reset. 

4. Exit . Closes the Reset dialog. 

6.29 RenderEvents 
Render Events (RE) enables the user to render timeline events, a loop region, regions, or 

the entire project and then add the rendered file back to the timeline as either a Take or on 

a new track.  There are options to keep or remove most event properties.  The user has 

the choice of using internal Vegas encoders or direct x264 encoding.  RE can be useful for 

pre-rendering those parts of a project where applied Fx seriously degrade playback 

performance or sometimes produce errors during final project render.  
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1. What to Render.  

a. Events .  Multiple events may be selected from a single track. The rendered 

media file may be added back to the event as a Take, rendered to  New Track or 

just saved. 

b. Loop region .  If selected, the loop region will be rendered to a New Track or just 

saved.   

c. Project .  The entire project will be rendered to a new track or just saved. 

d. Regions .  If selected, all regions will be rendered to a New Track or just saved.  

e. Selected Regions.      Opens a dialog where the user may select which regions to 

render.  Region names may be directly entered or edited and will be saved in the 

project. 
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f. In Loop .  If checked, only regions contained within the selection loop will be 

rendered  

g.    Launches Otter NavBar which permits the user to navigate the timeline, 

select tracks and events, and set in and out points for render loop.  

h. Same Track .   

(1) Unchecked.  Selected events or events within the loop, region or project will be 

copied a new temporary track where fades, video Fx, pan/crop settings, etc. will be 

removed unless checked in the What to Keep info box (#2).   

(2) Checked.  No temporary track will be created and no events copied.   Video Fx, 

pan/crop settings, etc. will still be removed unless checked in the What to Keep 

info box (#2).  This option is useful for pre-rendering certain Fx such as Mercalli 

stabilization where copying to a new track and maintaining those Fx are not 
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possible.  During the render, selected track is Soloed, thus muting other video 

tracks. 

(3) If this option is selected, the following warning appears.  The user may 

continue with the render or return to the GUI.  There is also a checkbox to disable 

this warning in the future. 

 

i.  All Tracks .  This option is available only if Same Track is checked.  If checked, 

all tracks will be included in the render unless muted by the user prior to rendering.  

It is useful for pre-rendering events or loops  where the user wants to add titles or 

other graphic Fx such as Hitfilm to the pre-rendered video. 

j. No Resample.  Resampling is disabled for selected events. 

2. What to Keep.  

a. Video Fx.  If checked, event Fx will be kept.  If video Fx or pan/crop settings are 

to be kept and the event added back as a Take, the following warning appears.  

The user may continue with the render or return to the GUI.  There is also a 

checkbox to disable this warning in the future. 
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b. Pan/Crop Settings.  If checked, pan/crop settings will be kept.  

c. Fades .  If checked, fades will be kept. 

d. Alpha Setting.  If checked, the alpha property of the selected event will be 

applied to the rendered event once added back to the timeline.  This can be useful 

if one wants to pre-render a title or Hitfilm graphic Fx using a codec that supports 

alpha such as Quicktime Animation.  Otherwise, the default Alpha setting of None 

must be manually changed to Premultiplied for the transparency to be applied. 

e. Playback Rate.  If checked, a changed playback rate will be applied during 

render.  If playback rate is 1.0, there is no need to check this box. 

f. Undersample Rate. If checked, a changed undersample rate will be applied 

during render.  If the undersample rate is 1.0, there is no need to check this box. 

g.  Velocity Envelope.  If checked,  the velocity envelope will be applied during 

render. 

h. Original Audio. If checked, the audio for the selected event will be rendered.  A 

copy will be made and all fades and FX removed.  If unchecked, audio may still be 

included by muting unwanted tracks.  No copy will be made and fades and FX will 

not be removed. 

3. How to Save. 

a. Add as Take.  This option is available only for Event renders.  If selected, the 

rendered media file's videostream will be added back to the original video event as 

a Take.   If Add Audio Back is checked, the rendered file's audio stream will be 

added as a Take to the selected event's audio track.  
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b. Render to New Track. This options is available for all types of renders.  If 

selected, the rendered file's videostream  will be added to a new track entitled 

"Rendered Video".  If Add Audio Back is checked, the rendered file's audio stream 

will be added to a new track entitled "Rendered Audio".  

c. Save Only . If selected, the rendered media file will just be saved.  It will not be 

added back to the timeline.   

d. File Tag . If checked, a file tag will be added.  It is any additional text that you 

want to  be included in the rendered events file name. It can  be useful for tracking 

what FX have been applied  during a render.  A Media Bin will also be created 

using the same name and renders will be added to that bin.  

4. Render Options.  The user may choose to use internal Vegas rendering or direct 

x264 rendering. 

a. x264.  If the x264 button is selected, x264 options are made available and the 

Vegas render template selection box is disabled.  

b. Color Matrix .  Drop down list of the following options:   Auto - HOS attempts to 

maintain the same luminance and chrominance; None - Default with no conversion 

specified which is the same as the SD-TV option; HD-PC - PC.709 - HD 

coefficients, Full Range (0-255); SD-PC - PC.601 - SD coefficients, Full Range (0-

255); HD-TV - Rec709 - HD coefficients, Limited Range (16-235); SD-TV - Rec601 

- SD coefficients, Limited Range (16-235); RGB - Converts to 24bit RGB; and 

RGBA - Converts to 32 bit RGB for alpha channel. 

c. x264 Render Templates . Drop down list of x264 render templates that can be 

chosen for proxy creation. 

d. Vegas .  If the Vegas radio button is selected, the user must select the desired 

render template which is described in item #9.  Note that the gear and dropdown 

template selection box are disabled 

e. Vegas Renderers . Drop down list of Vegas renderers that have been added as 

favorites. 

f. Vegas Render Template. Drop down list of Vegas render templates for a specific 

renderer that have have added as favorites. 

5.    When clicked, the following x264 rendering template window is shown.  Note 

that the same window can be loaded when x264 rendering is selected in AviDub 

and ProxyAssist.  Templates created in one script may be used in other scripts as 
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well.  A complete description of this window may be found in the help section 

describing x264 Render Templates  in detail.  

   

6.   Vegas Render Template Selection.  If the Vegas radio button is selected, the 

following window is shown.  A complete description of this window can be found in 

the help section describing Vegas Render Templates  in detail. 
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7. Where to Save. There are three options.  

a. Specific Folder Location .  Rendered media files are stored in a specific folder 

selected by the user.  A left-click on the folder icon  opens the browse folder 

dialog from which the location is selected or a new folder created.  Previous saved 

folders are shown on a dropdown list.  To remove a saved folder, right-click and click 

on "Yes".   If "Create Project Name Sub-folder" is checked, a sub-folder will be 

created in that location with the name of the subfolder being the Project name.  

b. Sub-folder of Project Folder. Rendered media files are stored in a sub-folder in 

the  folder where the Vegas project is located.  The name  of the sub-folder may 

be entered into the textbox on  the right.  

c. Sub-folder of Media File Folder .  Rendered media files are stored in a sub-

folder in the  folder where the media file is located.  The name of  the sub-folder 

may be entered into the textbox on the right.This option is available only for event 

renders.  
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d. File Tag . If checked, a file tag will be added.  It is any additional text that you 

want to  be included in the rendered events file name. It can  be useful for tracking 

what FX have been applied  during a render.  A Media Bin will also be created 

using the same name and renders will be added to that bin.  

e.   Left-click to re-enable the warnings pertaining to Same Track renders and 

keeping Fx or Pan/Crop settings. 

f.   Opens the selected save folder in File Explorer.  

g.    Opens the File Renaming Setup dialog where the user can customize the name 

of the rendered file.  Click  here   for detailed information.  

8. After Render .  

a. By-pass Fx . If checked, FX applied during render will be by-passed when the 

rendered event is added to the timeline.  

b.  Reset Rates . Playback and Undersample rates will be reset to 1.0 once 

rendered event is added back to timeline.   

c.  Play Media .  If checked, the rendered file will be opened in Media Player 

Classic - Home Cinema for immediate playback. A complete description of this 

dialog may be found in  OtterPlay .  

   

d. Open Folder. Opens the folder of and selects the rendered file.  

e.  Add Audio to TL. If checked, an audio track will be added for events  rendered 

to a New Track or an audio take added for events Added as Take.  

9. Options . 
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a. Add Extra Frames.  Number of frames added to rendered event.  This can be 

useful when using some long-gop renderers that occasionally drop the last frame 

such as XAVC-S. 

b. Preview Frames.  The number of frames that will be rendered if the Preview 

button is clicked.    

10. Render.  Starts the render. 

11. Preview. The preview option enables the user to have a "quick-look" at just a 

few rendered frames beginning at the position of the cursor.  The number of 

frames rendered is controlled by the numeric up/down box in the Processing 

Options box.  A new track named "Preview" will be created which contains the 

rendered preview file.  The next time AviDub is launched, the Preview file and 

track will be removed from the project. 

12. Cancel.  Closes the GUI without rendering. 

6.30 RenderPlus 
Render Plus is a script that is designed for final project renders using the open source 

x264/x265 CPU-based encoders as well as GPU-assisted encoders including Intel Quick-

Sync, Nvidia’s nvencc and AMD’s vce.  It makes use of the DebugMode FrameServer, 

thus eliminating the need for initial rendering from Vegas to an intermediate.  Audio is 

rendered separately, by-passing the 44Khz limitation of audio provided through the 

FrameServer.  It is then re-muxed with the video stream in FFmpeg for the final output.  A 

number of Avisynth filters may also be applied during the final render including high-

quality, resizing, deinterlacing, frame rate changes, slow motion effects, temporal 

denoising and final sharpening.  A variety of audio encoding and container options are 

available including direct renders to the MKV container.   
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1. What to Render. 

a. Project.  Renders the entire project. 

b. Events .  Renders selected events. 

c.    Launches Otter NavBar which permits the user to navigate the timeline, select 

tracks and events, and set in and out points for render loop. 

d  Loop.  Renders just the selected loop region. 

e. Regions.  Renders all regions in the project.  If the Join checkbox is ticked, the region 

renders will be combined into a single file.  If the In Loop checkbox is ticked, only regions 

within the loop region will be rendered. 

(1) Join . If checked regions will be joined after the render to produce a single output file. 

(2) In Loop .  If checked, only regions contained within the selection loop will be rendered.  
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(3) Selected Regions.      Opens a dialog where the user may select which regions to 

render.  Region names may be directly entered or edited and will be saved in the 

project.  

   

f. Track.  If checked, renders will be performed for each selected track.  For 

example, selected regions may be independently rendered for Track 1, Track 2, 

etc.   

2. Where to Save .  

a. Folder.  Works pretty much the same as Vegas. A left-click on the folder 

icon    opens the browse folder dialog from which the location is selected or a new 

folder created.  If a new folder is selected, it is added to the list of save folders shown on 

the dropdown list.  The folder may be opened in File Explorer by clicking on . 
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b. File .  The file name may be entered directly into the textbox or by clicking on the folder 

search icon  and saving.  The default file name is the name of the project.    Opens 

the File Renaming Setup dialog where the user can customize the name of the rendered 

file.  Click  here   for detailed information.  

3. Render Mode and Templates  

a. Simple Render.  If selected, it enables the user to select from some relatively "standard" 

x264 and hevc render templates.  The advanced Avisynth Templates and Render 

Templates info box becomes disabled. 

 

The x264 and hevc templates cannot be changed.  However, the user can create a My 

Default template using the Render Templates dialog that is discussed in item 6.  

b. Advanced Options.  If selected, the Avisynth Templates and Render Templates info 

box is enabled and the simple templates dropdown list disabled.  Once new templates are 

created and saved, they may be selected from the dropdown boxes on the main 
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RenderPlus dialog.  If the Use VirtualDub checkbox is ticked, available render templates 

are shown on the dropdown list. 

   

(1) Encoder Templates.  The RendrPlus Encoder Settings dialog  may be opened by 

clicking on the blue Options button . It is pretty much the same as the dialogs found in 

AviDub, ImportAssist, ProxyAssist, and RenderEvents. A complete description of 

this dialog may be found in  x264 Render Template  .  However the dialog in RenderPlus 

does add a couple of features.  

(2) Avisynth Filter Templates .  The Avisynth Filter Settings dialog  may be opened by 

clicking on the blue Options button . 

(3) Use VirtualDub. If checked, VirtualDub templates can be used for rendering. 
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(4) Vegas Direct.  If checked, the render from Vegas will be accomplished using an 

internal Vegas template rather than the DebugMode FrameServer.  By selecting an 

appropriate template, this enables 10 bit renders from Vegas to an intermediate which can 

then be filtered and rendered using x264 or hevc 10-bit templates.  This enables a true 10-

bit render pipeline from Vegas through Avisynth for filtering and x264 for final rendering.  
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Clicking on the blue options button  enables the selection of render templates from the 

following dialog. Additional information may be found in the help section describing Vegas 

Render Templates  in detail.  
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(5) Bypass external encoders and filters.  If checked, no external filters or encoding will be 

applied.  While the same as a direct render from Vegas, it permits use of event and region 

renders.  

(6) Alpha Channel .  If ticked, the FrameServer will render using RGB32, thus allowing use 

of codecs that support the alpha channel.  

(7) Use Media Properties .  For event renders only.  If checked, render settings will match 

the properties of the media file.  If unchecked, render settings will match project settings.  

4. Additional Options .  

a. Add Comments to Metadata.  Comments entered into the textbox will be included as 

metadata in the rendered file.  Using MediaInfo, they can be seen in the General section 

as Comments.   

b. Add Custom Video Thumbnail.  If checked, a Video Thumbnail can be added to the 

rendered file.  This can be useful for displaying the desired image in Windows file explorer 

as well as media players.  Only jpg or png image formats are supported.  Use of this 
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option requires a copy of the original file with the added image metadata.  Upon 

completion, the original file is deleted.  

c. Add Subtitles from File.  If checked, subtitles from an external file may be "burned in" 

the final render.  Supported subtitle formats include .srt and .ass.  Currently, only x264 

and x265 render formats are supported.  

5. After Render .  

a. Show Stats .  If checked, render statistics will be shown.  

 

b. Add to Timeline .  If checked, the rendered file will be added to the Vegas 

timeline.  Note that this is available for only those containers and codecs that Vegas can 

decode.  For example, mkv files cannot be imported.  

c. Play Media .    If checked, the rendered file will be opened in Media Player Classic - 

Home Cinema for immediate playback. A complete description of this dialog may be found 

in  OtterPlay . Note, however, that the Play Original and Split-Screen options are not 

available and grayed out.  

   

d. Open Folder .  If checked, the folder of the rendered file will be opened and the 

rendered file selected.  

e. Hibernate.  If checked, the system will go into hibernation.  
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f. Shutdown. If checked, the system will shutdown after the render.  

7. Processing Options .   

a. Maximum Memory and Processing Threads.. Enables the user to set the maximum 

memory and number of threads that will be used for processing.  Note that this is NOT for 

Vegas, but only for Avisynth and encoder processing.  The MaxMemory and Thread 

settings for the included scripts are fairly conservative--1024kb of memory and 4 

threads.  Since AVS processing can be very demanding, performance is highly dependent 

an individual's system capabilities.  Finding optimal performance for one's system is pretty 

much trial and error. The dropdown list provides a set of common memory sizes.  

   

If "Custom" is selected, the amount of memory can be entered in the Set Mem textbox.  

Then left-click the green check mark.  

 

b. Save Settings.  If clicked, max memory and threads will be saved as defaults for use in 

other scripts including  RenderEvents, ProxyAssist, and ImportAssist.  Note that AviDub 

permits the user to change max memory and threads in a similar manner to RenderPlus. 

c. Run Minimized.  If checked, the Vegas UI will be minimized when rendering starts. 

d. Restore.  If checked, the Vegas UI will be restored when rendering is completed. 

e. Priority.  Enables the user to lower the priority of rendering. 

f. Preview Frames. The number of frames that will be rendered if the Preview button is 

clicked.    

7. Render.  Starts the render. 

8. Preview.  The preview option enables the user to have a "quick-look" at just a few 

rendered frames beginning at the position of the cursor.  The number of frames rendered 
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is controlled by the numeric up/down box in the Processing Options box.  A new track 

named "Preview" will be created which contains the rendered preview file.  The next 

time RenderPlus is launched, the Preview file and track will be removed from the project. 

9. Batch.  Saves the project and render settings and then adds them to the Batch Render 

queue for later processing. 

10. Cancel.  Exits the script.  

6.30.1 RenderPlus Encoder Settings 
The RenderPlus Encoder Settings dialog is pretty much the same as the dialogs found 

in AviDub, ImportAssist, ProxyAssist, and RenderEvents. A complete description of 

this dialog may be found in  x264 Render Template  .  However the dialog in RenderPlus 

does add a couple of features. 

 

1.   Resets the Vegas audio render template to the Default Microsoft Wave render 

template which is Stereo, 16 bit, 48 Khz.  

2.  Selects the 64bit Sony Wave64 render template which can be used for audio 

renders exceeding 4GB.  
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3. Ext File .  If the checkbox is ticked, a saved external audio file may be used in place of 

a direct render from Vegas.  The folder icon is enabled and the user can navigate to the 

audio file.  

4. Add Track . If checked, the audio from the external file will be added as a second audio 

track.  

5.    Open File Dialog. A left-click on the folder icon opens the file dialog from which the 

filepath to the external audio file can be selected..  

6. PSNR.  If checked, the quality of the render as measured by the Power Signal to Noise 

Ratio (PSNR) will be calculated. When available, the Structural Similarity Index Measure 

(SSIM) will also be calculated.  

7. Selected Audio Template.  Drop-down list of Vegas audio templates that have been 

added to favorites.  To remove a template right-click on the template and select Yes.  

8. Select Vegas Audio Template.  If checked, the blue Options button  becomes 

enabled and the audio out template from Vegas may be selected.   
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During HOS installation, four Audio Only Sony AVC/MVC templates were added which 

gives the user the option to use internal aac rendering.  In such instances, the audio 

stream is simply copied during remuxing.  Tests also revealed there was no need for any 

audio delay compensation unlike using FFmpeg.  An added advantage in Versions 13-15 

is that loudness logs can be generated prior to render, thus ensuring audio levels are set 

properly. 

9. Encoders .  The following encoders are available in a system having an Intel Processor 

with GPU and an Nvidia graphics card. 

   

10.   Bitrate-File Size Calculator .  A bit-rate calculator file size calculator is included for 

abr, cbr, and 2-pass modes.  After one of the modes is selected, the calculator button is 

enabled.  Click once and two things happen.  The estimated file size is shown and the 

calculator flashes red.  The desired file size may then be entered.  Click on the calculator 

again.  The flashing stops and the estimated bit rate is shown.  In turn, the command line 

is updated to reflect the changed  bit rate. 

11. Build/Load Custom CommandLine.  If checked, the Video Options and Audio Options 

info boxes are disabled and  the user is free to create, save, and load custom 

CommandLines.  The textbox showing the command line may then be directly edited.  The 
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edited CommandLine may then be saved for later use.  If checked, the render template 

dropdown list is disabled.   

a.   A left-click on the save icon opens the save file dialog sos that current Custom 

CommandLine can be saved for later use.  

b.   A left-click on the folder icon opens the file dialog from which the filepath to a saved 

Custom CommandLine can be selected.  

6.30.2 Avisynth Filter Settings 
The RenderPlus Avisynth Settings dialog enables the user to apply a number of Avisynth 

filters which are applied during the final render.    

   

1. Avisynth Template . The drop down box provides a list of saved templates.  Once a 

template is selected, its settings will be displayed in the remaining info boxes.  If you 

changes to any of the options, the template name will change to "<Unsaved>".  If you 

want to save the changed settings as a template, simply enter a name in drop down box 

and left-click the plus green icon.  You can verify that the template has been changed by 

left-clicking on the drop down arrow once again.  To delete a saved template, first select it 

using the drop down list and then left-click on the red X icon.  Again, you can verify that 

the template has been removed by left-clicking on the drop down arrow once again.  

2. Custom Avisynth Settings.  If "Load Custom Script" is checked, the search folder icon is 

enabled and you may load a "custom" avisynth script created elsewhere.  You will see that 

the remaining info boxes are disabled. 

3. Frame Size.  The dropdown list provides some of the more common frame sizes.  If 

"Custom" is selected, frame width and height may be entered directly into the dropdown 

box.  Once entered, click on the green plus button to add the custom frame size. 
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If anything other than "Same" is selected, the Resizer dropdown list is enabled permitting 

the user to select the resizing algorithm to be used.  The default is Lanczos. If the button 

  is clicked, a Crop Resize dialog opens which enables the user to crop and/or resize 

the rendered file. 

4. Luminance and Chrominance.  Dropdown boxes permit the user to apply levels 

changes (E.g. PC>TV which is the same as the Computer RGB to Studio RGB preset in 

the Levels Fx.) and whether to apply HD (BT709) or SD (BT601) matrices. 

a. Levels . There are 3 options: Same: Levels are maintained; PC>TV: Levels are 

clamped from full range (0-255) to limited range (16-235); and TV>PC: Levels 

are expanded from limited range (16-235) to full range (0-255). 

 

b. Matrix .  Drop down list of the following options:   Auto - HOS attempts to maintain the 

same luminance and chrominance; None - Default with no conversion specified which is 

the same as the SD-TV option; HD-PC - PC.709 - HD coefficients, Full Range (0-255); 

SD-PC - PC.601 - SD coefficients, Full Range (0-255); HD-TV - Rec709 - HD coefficients, 

Limited Range (16-235); SD-TV - Rec601 - SD coefficients, Limited Range (16-235); RGB 

- Converts to 24bit RGB; and RGBA - Converts to 32 bit RGB for alpha channel. 

5. Slo/Fast Motion.  Slow and fast motion effects are created using the same tools used in 

changing frame rates.  If the checkbox preceding the down arrow is ticked, a slow-

motion effect will be applied to the rendered file. The amount of "slowing" may be 

selected using the numeric up-down control. The default settings 2.0 which means 

the rendered file will be double the length of its source. Slow-motion maybe 

applied in concert with framerate changes. No changes to the audio will be applied. 
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The maximum value is 10.0.    If the checkbox preceding the up arrow is ticked, a 

fast-motion effect will be applied to the rendered file.  The amount of "speeding up" 

may be selected using the numeric up-down control. The default settings 2.0 which 

means the speed of the rendered file will be double the source. Fast-motion 

maybe applied in concert with framerate changes. No changes to the audio will be 

applied. The maximum value is 100.0.    

6. Frame Rate. Dropdown box permits the user to render to a different frame rate.  Frame 

rate conversion makes use of MVTools, a collection of functions for the estimation of an 

objects motion in a video clip.  Specifically, it uses the MFlowFps function as a means of 

creating interpolated "new frames" between the original frames. If the Custom checkbox is 

ticked, the user can enter a non-standard frame rate such as 16 fps for 8mm film. 

7. Deinterlacing.  Permits deinterlacing using QTGMC, a very high quality de-

interlacer.  The dropdown list provides a number of presets affecting both speed and 

quality.  If Ultrafast is selected, the Yadif de-interlacer is used.  The default setting is 

considered "medium".  QTGMC is a bob deinterlacer which by default doubles the frame 

rate.  For example, if "Double Frame Rate" is checked, the resulting frame rate from an 

HDV 29.97 fps source would be 59.94.  If unchecked, the frame rate remains at 29.97 by 

discarding every other frame, which also halves the temporal information. 

8. Fisheye Removal.  If ticked, barrel distortion or fisheye will be removed from footage 

produced when using extremely wide angle lenses such as found on a GoPro.  There are 

three controls.  If XY is selected in the Fit dropdown list, the  image will be scaled to fit in 

both the vertical and  horizontal dimensions.  If X is chosen, only the vertical dimension 

will be scaled.  If Y is chosen, only the horizontal dimension will be scaled.  The Field of 

View (FOV) may be entered which controls the amount of barrel distortion correct that is 

applied.  The Scale value controls the amount of zoom.  The default value is 1.0.  For 

values less than 1, the image will be "zoomed out" while for values greater than 1, the final 

image will be "zoomed in".  

9. Temporal Denoise .  If checked, the  MDegrain  temporal denoising function will 

be applied.  The user first selects the function's temporal radius; that is, the 

number of previous and future frames that are to be analyzed for each 

frame.  Selecting of radius of 1, 2, or 3 will call MDegrain1, MDegrain2, or 

MDegrain 3 respectively.  There are two other numeric updown controls.  The first, 

labeled "Strength" is ThSAD and the second, labeled "Threshold" is ThSCD1.  The 

default values for each are 400.  

10. Sharpen.  If checked, a final sharpening will be applied using the 

LimitedSharpenFaster filter.  It sharpens edges and fine details while attempting 

to control halos and minimizing artifacts.  The default value is 500.  If the "mod" 

checkbox is ticked, the LSFmod filter will be used rather than LimitedSharpenFaster.  

https://avisynth.org.ru/mvtools/mvtools2.html
http://avisynth.nl/index.php/QTGMC
https://avisynth.org.ru/mvtools/mvtools2.html
http://avisynth.nl/index.php/LimitedSharpen
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11. Save as Custom Script.  If checked, the internally-generated Avisynth script 

can be saved for use in AviDub. A textbox will appear wherein the name of the 

saved script may be entered.  It will be saved in the default Avisynth Scripts folder.  

12. Cancel.  Returns to the main RenderPlus dialog without saving any changes.  

13. OK.  Saves the changes and returns to the main RenderPlus dialog.  If 

changes were made, but no new template name entered, the changes will still be 

saved, the name being <Unsaved>.  

6.30.3 Crop Resize Settings 
The Crop Resize Settings dialog enables the user to crop and/or resize the output 

file during the final render.  

 

(1) Pixels Cropped. The user can enter the pixels to be cropped.  The computed final crop 

settings (based on aspect ratios)  are shown in the bottom line. 

(2) Options.  A target frame size can be set from the dropdown list.  If Custom is selected, 

the desired frame size may be entered.  There are also options for LetterBoxing and 

PillarBoxing.  A preview of the final image can be seen by clicking on the Preview 
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Button.  For Example, the above settings when Letterbox is chosen displays the following 

when the Preview button is clicked and held. 

 

6.31 SmartVideoTrim 
SmartVideoTrim (SVT) is designed for frame accurate trimming of video files with 

long GOP formats.  Trimmed files are exact copies of the original with no re-

rendering.  They may be added back to the timeline as a Take or an event on a 

new track.  Frame accuracy is achieved by an image comparison of the first frame 

of the original event on the timeline with individual frames of the trimmed 

file.  Once an identical match is found, an offset is calculated and the event is 

added, thus ensuring frame accuracy.  There are also options to keep the same or 

change containers.  When possible, metadata from the original file will be copied 

to the trimmed file.  
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1. How to Trim.  

a. Use Auto Settings.  If checked, SVT will estimate the number of head and tail 

frames necessary to find a match.  If unchecked, the user may apply Custom 

Settings (#2) by choosing his own Head and Tail frames to be added.  

b.    Resets to default settings.  

c. Skip Time.  Event will be skipped if the difference between the length of the 

media file and length of the event is less than or  equal to the number of seconds 

entered.  

c. Copy Skipped.  If Render to New Track is selected (#8), skipped events will also 

be added to the new track.  The media file will also be copied to the Trimmed Files 

destination folder (#9).  

d. File Type. Due to differences in the frequency and placement of reference 

frames (IDR frames), two frame matching methods may be selected, each tailored 

to the type of media file.  

a. Camera. Media files come directly from the camera.  
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b. Rendered.  Media files that have already been rendered or come from screen 

recording apps such as OBS Studio or Bandicam.  

2. Custom Settings.  If Use Auto Settings is unchecked, Custom Settings info box 

is enabled which permits the user to enter the number of head or tail frames to be 

added.  The number of frames may be entered directly into the info boxes 

underlined in red, or the number of frames selected from the drop down list as 

shown.  

   

a. Exact Match.  If checked, an exact match is required between the selected 

event's reference frame and the frame from the trimmed media file.  

b. Closest Match.  If checked, pixel differences between the selected event's 

reference frame and each frame of the trimmed media file will be computed.  The 

frame selected will be the one with the minimum diference.  

3. Start. Starts the trimming process.  

4. Cancel. Closes the GUI without trimming.  

5.   Launches Otter NavBar  which permits the user to navigate the timeline, 

select tracks and events, and set in and out points for render loop.  
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6. Video Options.  

a. Container.  A drop-down list with container options which include Same, mov, 

mp4, m2t, and m2ts.  WARNING!  By far, the safest option is to keep the container 

the same.  While FFmpeg will readily change containers, the results may not be 

decoded back in Vegas.  For example, if you want to change an m2ts file with ac3 

audio to mp4, FFmpeg will do that without issue.  However, Vegas will not decode 

the resulting audio.  In such cases, the ac3 audio will be transcoded to aac so that 

the resulting media file can be imported back into Vegas.   

b. Start Adjust.  The number of frames to be trimmed from selected event on the 

timeline.  To be used only if there are no head frames and the user wants to trim 

frames from the  start of the videostream.  This can be useful if the recorded media 

(E.g. some GH4 footage) does not start with an I-frame.   

c. Offset Adjust.  The final active take offset for trimmed events may be adjusted in 

the event the trimmed files are consistently off by a constant number of frames due 

to decoding errors.  

7. Audio Options.  

a. None.  No audio.  Only the trimmed videostream will be saved.  

b. Keep Audio . If checked, the audiostream will also be saved.  

c. Replace from Track. If selected, the audiostream will be replaced by the 

audiostream from the track selected in the numeric updown box.  

d. Offset. Number of milliseconds to be added or subtracted  to compensate for 

out-of-sync problems which can often be found when changing containers using 

FFmpeg.  

e. Add Audio Track Back. If checked, SVT will add new audio track to the timeline 

if Render to New Track is selected or adds a take to the audio event if Add as 

Take is selected.  

f. Audio Recode Bitrate .  Select bitrate if audio is recoded to AAC or AC3.  Note 

that this applies only to 2 channel audio.  

8. Add Comments to Metadata.  For certain formats such as MP4 or MOV, entered 

text will be added as metadata to the trimmed file and can be seen as Comments 

in the app MediaInfo.  

9. How to Save.  
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a. Add as Take .  If selected, the trimmed media file's videostream will be added 

back to the original video event as a Take.   If Add Audio Back Track is checked, 

the rendered file's audio stream will be added as a Take to the selected event's 

audio track.  

b. Render to New Track .  If selected, the trimmed file's videostream  will be added 

to a new track entitled "Trimmed Video".  If Add Audio Back Track is checked, the 

trimmed file's audio stream will be added to a new track entitled "Trimmed Audio".  

c. Save Only . If selected, the rendered trimmed file will just be saved.  It will not 

be added back to the timeline.  WARNING. No synchronization between the 

trimmed file and timeline event will occur.  

10. Where to Save. There are three options.  

a. Specific Folder Location .  Rendered media files are stored in a specific folder 

selected by the user.  A left-click on the folder icon opens the browse folder dialog 

from which the location is selected or a new folder created.  If "Create Project 

Name Sub-folder" is checked, a sub-folder will be created in that location with the 

name of the subfolder being the Project name. 

b. Sub-folder of Project Folder. Rendered media files are stored in a sub-folder in 

the  folder where the Vegas project is located.  The name  of the sub-folder may 

be entered into the textbox on  the right.  

c. Sub-folder of Media File Folder .  Rendered media files are stored in a sub-

folder in the  folder where the media file is located.  The name of  the sub-folder 

may be entered into the textbox on the right.This option is available only for event 

renders.  

6.32 SpeedRamp 
SpeedRamp is a tool that enables the user to speed up and slow down both the video and 

audio track together so that audio sync is maintained.  Note that speeds may be increased 

to "speed up" the video or decreased to "slow down" the video.  To use SpeedRamp the 

following steps are required: 

1. Create a timeline event to which the SpeedRamp will be applied.  

2. Optionally, create a selection loop within the event to indicate specific frames when the 

"ramp up" starts and when the "ramp down" ends.  If no loop is found, "ramp up" starts 

with the first frame of the event and "ramp down" ends with the last frame of the event. 

3. Select the video event and audio tracks that will be included. 

4. Launch SpeedRamp. 
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1. Speed Ramp Settings.  

a. Start Frame.  The beginning frame of the speed change.  If no selection loop is 

contained within the selected event, the start frame will be 0.  If a selection loop is found, 

the start frame is the "In" point of the loop.  

b. Start Speed. Playback speed at the time of the start of the speed change.  The default 

is 1.0 which corresponds to "normal" playback.  Values greater than 1 increase speed 

while values less than 1 decrease speed.  

c. Time Up.  The length of time in secs in which the speed of the video will be gradually 

increased (or decreased if Top Speed is less than 1.0).   

d. Top Speed.  Playback speed once the gradual increase (or decrease) has been 

applied.  Values greater than 1 increase speed while values less than 1 decrease speed.  

d. Time Down. The length of time in secs in which the speed of the video will be 

gradually decreased (or increased if Top Speed is less than 1.0).   

e. End Speed. Playback speed at the time of the end of the speed change.  The default is 

1.0 which corresponds to "normal" playback.  Values greater than 1 increase speed while 

values less than 1 decrease speed.  

f. End Frame. The last frame of the speed change.  If no selection loop is contained within 

the selected event, the end frame will be the last frame of the event.  If a selection loop is 

found, the end frame is the "Out" point of the loop.  
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g. Original Length.  Event length in seconds.  

h. Adjusted Length. Adjusted length in seconds.  Note that the times are only approximate.  

i.   Warning.  If the estimated first frame of the "ramp down" is less the estimated last 

frame of the "ramp up", the plug-in will crash when a render is attempted.   If this warning 

appears, the user should adjust speed ramp settings until the warning symbol disappears.  

j.  Reset.  Resets speed ramp settings to default.  

2. Select Render Template  

a. X264/VFW Final Render Template.  Dropdown list of render templates that may be 

selected.  Note that the only permitted formats are avc (h264) or avi (MagicYUV or 

UtVideo).  New render templates can be created using RenderPlus or other tools such as 

AviDub or RenderEvents.  

b. Color Matrix.  

c. Save Name. Name of the rendered file.  If "Use Active Take" is ticked, the save name 

will be the name of the Active Take.   

3. How to Save  

a. Render to New Track .  If selected, a new video track "Speed Ramp Video" and audio 

track "Speed Ramp Audio" will be created and the rendered file added to the timeline.  

b. Save Only.  If selected, the rendered file will be saved but not added to the timeline.  

c. Add File Tag.  If ticked, a file tag will be added which is any additional text that you want 

to  be included in the rendered file name. A new name can be entered into the textbox.   

d. Play Media .   If checked, the rendered file will be opened in Media Player Classic - 

Home Cinema for immediate playback. A complete description of this dialog may be found 

in  OtterPlay . Note, however, that the Play Original and Split-Screen options are not 

available and grayed out.  

4. Where to Save  

a. Specific Folder Location .  Rendered media files are stored in a specific folder 

selected by the user.  A left-click on the folder icon opens the browse folder dialog 

from which the location is selected or a new folder created.  If "Create Project Name 

Sub-folder" is checked, a sub-folder will be created in that location with the name of 

the subfolder being the Project name.  
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b. Sub-folder of Project Folder . Rendered media files are stored in a sub-folder in the  

folder where the Vegas project is located.  The name  of the sub-folder may be 

entered into the textbox on  the right.  

c. Sub-folder of Media File Folder.  Rendered media files are stored in a sub-folder in the  

folder where the media file is located.  The name of  the sub-folder may be entered into the 

textbox on the right. This option is available only for event renders.   

5. Render.  Starts the render.  

6. Cancel.  Exits the script.  Note that any changes to the SpeedRamp dialog will still be 

saved.  

6.33 ThemeDesigner 
An app for selecting and developing color themes.  A variety of presets are available 

including the new Vegas 15 dark theme which is shown.  The user is also free to “design 

your own” theme.  There is also an information panel which describes how to use the 

ColorCop color selection tool. 
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1. Selected Theme .  A drop down list from which to select the HOS color theme. 

 

a.   Left-click deletes the selected theme. 

b.   Left-click sets the selected theme as the Default Theme.  The Default Theme will 

be applied whenever a script is launched. 

2. Launch ColorCop . ColorCop is an app for getting color information using an 

eyedropper or the normal Windows color selection tool. 

 

a.   Left-click on the help button to launch the ColorCop QuickStart Guide. 
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3. Update Theme. Once a theme is loaded it may be edited by selecting different 

colors.  Once editing is complete, a left-click on the Update Theme button will update the 

selected theme. 

4. Add New Theme. A new theme may be added at any time by left-clicking on the Add 

New Theme button.  Once the button is clicked, a new theme name may be entered into 

the info box.  To save left-click the green plus icon.  To cancel, left-click the  red 

minus icon. 

 

5. Reset All. Loads the default template. 

6. Default Font Size.  To change the default font size for all dialogs, select the desired size 

and exit. 

7. Luma.  Enables the user to light or darken the background colors of drop down boxes, 

textboxes, and numeric up/down controls.  Positive values will lighten the background 

color while negative values will darken.  Click on Save to apply values to the script dialogs. 

8. Select Toolbar Colors.  To change the background or text color of the taskbar, first 

select the new color using ColorCop.  Then right-click to bring up the context menu.  Left-

click Paste Background Color to change the background color, Paste Text Color to 

change the color of the text, or Reset to exit.  The ToolBar background and text will 

change to reflect the new colors. 
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9. Select Background Colors.  To change the background or text color of the main GUI, 

follow the same procedure described in #6. 

10. Customize Groupbox.  If checked, an option becomes available to change the 

background and text colors of the Groupboxes within the GUI.  Follow the same procedure 

described in #6. 

11. Theme Preview.  A sample GUI used to show the effects of color changes. 

6.34 ToolFileSetup 
Although not recommended, an app for advanced users that permits changing the folder 

locations of Avisynth and VirtualDub filter settings and plug-ins as well as the filepaths to 

the VirtualDub executables.  Remember, you CANNOT use the original version of 

VirtualDub.  You MUST use VirtualDub2. 
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To change the location the folder location or filepath, left-click the folder icon to open a 

dialog.  

1. VirtualDub 32bit Filepath.  Location of the "VirtualDub.exe" file.  

2. VirtualDub 64bit Filepath .  Location of the "VirtualDub64.exe" file. Note that in 

VirtualDub2, the 64bit executable is contained within the same folder as the 32bit 

executable.  

3. VirtualDub Filter Settings Folder . Location of the VirtualDub settings files that contain 

filter settings. Note that if you elect to use a private folder, updated filter setting files will be 

installed in the default location, not your private folder.  If you wish to update to the latest 

versions of the filter settings files, you must manually copy the files to your private folder.   

4. VirtualDub Render Settings Folder . Location of the VirtualDub settings files that 

contain render settings. Note that if you elect to use a private folder, updated render 

setting files will be installed in the default location, not your private folder.  If you wish to 

update to the latest versions of the render settings files, you must manually copy 

the files to your private folder.  
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5. Reload Defaults .  Returns VirtualDub file locations to their default settings--actually the 

ones shown above.  

6. Avisynth 32bit Plugins Folder.  Location of the 32bit Avisynth plugins.  Note that if you 

elect to use a private folder, new plug-in versions will be installed in the default location, 

not your private folder.   If you wish to update to the latest versions of the 32bit plugins, 

you must manually copy the plugins to your private folder.  

7. Avisynth 64bit Plugins Folder .  Location of the 64bit Avisynth plugins.  Note that if you 

elect to use a private folder, new plug-in versions will be installed in the default location, 

not your private folder.  If you wish to update to the latest versions of the 64bit plugins, you 

must manually copy the plugins to your private folder.  

8. Avisynth Script Folder.  Location of the Avisynth scripts that are used in AviDub. Note 

that if you elect to use a private folder, new avisynth script versions will be installed in the 

default location, not your private folder.  If you wish to update to the latest versions of the 

HO Avisynth scripts, you must manually copy the scripts to your private folder.  

9. Reload Defaults .  Returns Avisynth Plus file locations to their default settings--actually 

the ones shown above.  

10. Media Player Classic Folder .  Location of the Media Player Classic - Home Cinema.   

11. Reload Defaults .  Returns Avisynth Plus file locations to their default settings--actually 

the ones shown above.  

12. Cancel.   Exits the app without making changes.  

13. Save. Changes file and folder locations to new settings and then exits.  

7. Render Templates 

7.1 Vegas Render Templates 
HOS uses the same Vegas Render Template selection dialog in ProxyAssist, 

RenderEvents and RenderPlus.  

   

1. To Select a New Template. Click on the blue options button  to open the renderer 

selection dialog.  
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Select a renderer and then click on the + icon to open the dialog for template selection.  
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Click OK and the selected Renderer and Template will be added to the Vegas Renderer 

and Vegas Render Template drop down lists.  

2. To Select a Template .  First select the renderer from Vegas Renderer drop-down 

list.  Then select the template for that renderer which can be seen in the Vegas Render 

Template drop-down list.  For example, if I wanted to select the Magic YUV RGB 1080 

60P template from a list of Video for Windows templates in RenderPlus, the following 

dialog would appear.  

 

In the event that either the selected renderer or selected template cannot be found, the 

following message is shown.  
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3. To Delete a Template. Simply right-click on the selected template.  The following dialog 

will appear.  Click on Yes to delete.  

   

7.2 X264 Render Templates 
HOS uses the same x264 render template dialog for AviDub, ProxyAssist, and 

RenderEvents.  Saved templates may be found in the file "x264RenderTemplates.xml" file 

located in "C:\ProgramData\HappyOtterScripts". 
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1. Render Template.  The drop down box provides a list of saved templates.  Once a 

template is selected, its settings will be displayed in the Container (#2), Video Options (#5) 

and Audio Options (#6) info boxes.  The command line will also be updated and  displayed 

in the Show CommandLine info box (#7).  If you change any of the container, video, or 

audio options, the template name will change to "<Unsaved>".  If you want to save the 

changed settings as a template, simply enter a name in drop down box and left-click the 

plus green icon.  You can verify that the template has been changed by left-clicking on the 

drop down arrow once again.  To delete a saved template, first select it using the drop 

down list and then left-click on the red X icon.  Again, you can verify that the template has 

been removed by left-clicking on the drop down arrow once again.  

2. Container. x264 renders may be saved in either an mp4 or mov container.  Vegas can 

decode the rendered mp4 files much better, especially earlier versions.  The downside of 

using the mp4 container is that the audio stream cannot be uncompressed pcm--it must 

be aac.  The mov container, on the other hand, allows pcm audio.  

3. OK. Loads the template selection and closes the window.  Once the render starts, the 

template just saved will be used. 

4. Cancel. Closes the window without loading the template selection. 

5. Progressive Download .  Enables the user to begin "playing" a media file before 

download is complete. 

6. Fast Decode .  One of the x264 and x265 tuning parameters.  Allows faster decoding on 

devices with lower computational power. 

7. 422. Render with 422 chroma subsampling .  Note that such rendered files can only 

imported into Vegas starting with Version 15. 

8. 444. Render with 444 chroma subsampling .  Note that such rendered files can only 

imported into Vegas starting with Version 15. 

9. Include Audio.  If checked, audio will be included. 

10. Video Options.  

a. Encoder.  There are two cpu-based encoders that are supported x264 (H.264/MPEG-4 

AVC) and hevc (High Efficiency Video Coding).  For more information about use of the 

x264 encoder in FFmpeg, see H.264 Video Encoding Guide.   For use of x265 encoder in 

FFmpeg, see the FFmpeg and H.265 Encoding Guide.   Additionally, GPU-based 

encoding is supported for Intel's Quick-Sync, Nvidia's NVENC, and AMD's VCE (Video 

Encoding Engine).  These are available ONLY for systems that have the requisite 

hardware (see Rescan of GPU availability).  For Quick Sync functionality with different 

Intel processors, see Intel Quick Sync Video .  

b.  Rescan GPU Availability.  The first time that either AviDub, ProxyAssist, or 

RenderEvents is loaded, HOS does a scan for GPU availability and the results saved.  At 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Progressive_download
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chroma_subsampling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chroma_subsampling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H.264/MPEG-4_AVC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H.264/MPEG-4_AVC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_Efficiency_Video_Coding
https://trac.ffmpeg.org/wiki/Encode/H.264
https://trac.ffmpeg.org/wiki/Encode/H.265
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intel_Quick_Sync_Video
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any time, the user can do a re-scan to check for availability in the event a new or different 

video card is installed.  Upon completion, the following window is shown with the results of 

the scan. 

 

c. Mode:  Drop down list of available encoding modes for the selected encoder.  For avc, 

hevc and mpeg-2  formats (including GPU supported encoders), there are basically two 

modes.  The user can specify a "quality" level from high to low or specify an actual target 

bit rate with the assumption that higher bit rates always leads to a higher quality render. 

d. CRF (Constant Rate Factor).  Quality level from low to high.  The range is usually 0 - 51 

with 0 representing lossless.  In other words, the lower the value, the higher the quality 

which translates to higher bit rates.  The default level is 23 for avc and 28 for hevc render 

formats.  

e. Bitrate (kbps).  Target bitrate expressed in kilobytes per second. 

f. Presets.  Most encoders have a number of presets.  For x264 and x265 renders, the 

following presets are available:  "superfast", "veryfast", "faster", "fast", "medium", "slow", 

"slower", "veryslow", "placebo".  The default is medium.  For Intel QuickSync: "best", 

"higher", "high", "balanced", "fast", "faster", "fastest".  For Nvidia Nvenc: "default", "speed", 

"quality".  For AMD Vce: "balanced", "fast", "slow". 

g. Tuning.  Tune values are available for both x264 and x265: "None", "film", "animation", 

"grain", "stillimage", "psnr", "ssim", "zerolatency". 

h. Profile. The selected profile determines which features the encoder can use depending 

upon its intended application.  Most formats support "Baseline", "Main", and "High".  Their 

importance lies in the fact that some devices are limited in terms of the level that can be 
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decoded.  For example, most phone are limited to "Baseline" while devices such as blu-

ray players support "High".  Available profiles for x264 renders can be found here.  

i.  Level. For avc formats the following levels are available: "Auto", "1", "1b", "1.1", "1.2", 

"1.3", "2", "2.1", "2.2", "3", "3.1", "3.2", "4", "4.1", "4.2", "5", "5.1", "5.2".  For hevc: "Auto", 

"1", "2", "2.1", "3", "3.1", "4", "4.1", "4.2", "5", "5.1", "5.2", "6", "6.1", "6.2" . 

11. Audio Options.  For x264 direct renders, the audio stream is processed separately 

from the video stream.  The general approach is to first render an uncompressed pcm 

audio file from Vegas.  Once the video stream has been encoded, the uncompressed pcm 

audio file is then processed by FFmpeg using the built-in aac encoder and then remuxed 

with the video stream to produce the final media file.  If a mov container has been selected, 

the uncompressed pcm audio file is remuxed without any further processing. 

a. Encoder.  Two options are available: Advanced Audio Coding (aac) or uncompressed 

pcm.  If the mp4 container is selected, aac becomes the only option.  For the mov 

container, the user may choose between aac and uncompressed pcm. 

b. Bitrate (kbps).  For aac encoding only.  The drop down list provides 6 bit rate options: 

128, 160, 192, 224, 256, and 320. 

c. Bypass internal offset. If ticked the internal audio delay correction of 44 milliseconds 

that is applied to x264 renders will be bypassed. 

d. Audio Delay. The use of FFmpeg can sometimes lead to audio sync problems.  This 

enables the user to adjust for audio delay (forward or backward) in either milliseconds or 

video frames. 

12. Show CommandLine.  The command line can be shown for either the video encode or 

audio encode and remux part of the render. 

8. Third Party Tools 

8.1 Avisynth Plus 
Avisynth+ Wiki 

8.2 DebugMode FrameServer 
DebugMode FrameServer Website 

8.3 Deshaker 
Deshaker Website 
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8.4 FFmpeg 
Official FFmpeg Website 

8.5 Miscellaneous Tools 
To be added. 

8.6 UtVideo Codec 
To be added. 

8.7 VirtualDub2 
To be added. 

 


